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Father Hugh conveys some important information to his stu-

Father Hugh
Assenmacher

dents. Father Hugh often added to the day's subject by telling
his students about how things used to be at Subiaco.

Junior Travis Amerine receives
some e).tra help after class.

Father Hugh was always available around campus to offer a

helping hand.

Topics in American History
Contemporary U. S. History
Christian Doctrine

Junior Carl Schluterman listens
to Father Hugh explain "locomotives". Father Hugh was
alwaystryingtomakeus "True
Subiaco Students".

The dedication of the Pax is a
tradition that has been passed
down through the years at Subiaco Academy. This tradition
honors those members of the
facultywhohavenotonlytaught
the young men of Subiaco, but
have also left their values and
ideals imprinted on the hearts of
students, past and present.
The 2000 PAX is dedicated to
Father Hugh Assenmacher.
Father Hugh graduated from
Subiaco in 1951 and one year
later joined the monastery. In
the fall of 1959, Father Hugh
began teaching at the Academy,
a profession wh ich he still practices today. Since joining the
faculty, Father Hugh has dedicated thousands of hours to the
students of the Academy,
whether he is in the classroom
or taking students on one of his
famous excursions to such places
as Broken Bridge and Mount
Magazine. He is a very active
and caring member of the Subiaco Academy faculty.
Father Hugh has given all
those who have attended Subiaco a more meaningful understanding of the past and a stronger grasp of the present. He has
enriched the minds of the students by his dedication to such
timeless notions as hard work
and honor. Father Hugh has
touched us all and will continue
to do so by his commitment to
make us all, as he would say,
"Good Subiaco Students."
Father Hugh's Topics in
American History class listens

Father Hugh carefully mows the grass next to the tennis courts.

Father Hugh used the time wl1ile he was mowing to do his daily
praying.

Father Hugh explains some
German to his Topics u, Ameri-

intently to his lecture. "He

can History class. "He knows

always makes his lectures in-

a lot about everything," said
"It's

teresting," said junior Agustin

junior Harry Amont.

Del Rio. "He always puts it in

amazing what he has to tell.''

terms we can understand."

Q. Trojans reflect Subiaco's initial brightness

Does

Subiaco reflect the brightnes s of Trojans
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Junior Michael Kiefer hides inside junior Daniel Gillen's T-shirt
duringtheclassskit before the Clarksville football game. Michael
was portraying the "Little Trojan" inside us all. Most of the class
skits were intended to be funny although some of them were
bad. Some were just hilarious.

Junior Eric Tsai sits on Travis
Amerine's shoulder;. during the

pep rally before the Booneville
football game. Students often
went to great lengths to display
their Trojan pride.

Seniors Frank Lee, Quandrell
Claybrooks, Ricco Ardemagnl,
Michael McBee, and Mickey
Pinedo lead the cheering af !he
football pep rally. Thesemors led
the cheering at sporting events,

As incoming students at Subiaco, we
were quickly taught the cheers that upport our athletic teams. But more importantly, learning these cheers ensured
that a sense of school spirit would live in
our hearts.
Subiaco was known for its high level
of school spirit. We made our p1·esence
known at baseball, basketball and football games by bonding together to produce cheers that rocked stadiums,
drowned out commentators, and overpowered any pep squad in the state.
That spirit was what made the brotherhood of Subiaco so special and built
friendships that endured well beyond
graduation.
"Subiaco students do a better job at
standing behind their teams than any
other school we've played," said Senior
Matthew Plafcan.
Long after we have left Subi, our school
spirit will still beat in our hearts. As
alumni, we'll return to campus to cheer
once more with our fellow Trojans for
the Orange and Blue!

"As a four-year senior,
I bve to lead the
cheering for our

football team and
basketball team. We
trained many new
students to join us and
to stand behind the

Trojan player for ball
games, and we hope
to keep this great
tradition of cheering
going."
Michael Kiefer yells during the
Junior Class skit. On each Friday afternoon, there was a pep
rally and a class skit designed
to represent Trojan pride in
our football team.

Senior Rendall Tolbert acts like
Coach Glover for the Senior
Class skit. As a four-year football player, Rendall hoped that
the tradition of class skits would
continue to endure at Subiaco.

The seniors go on a cheering rampage, screaming, "Double 0," their graduation year. The seniors played an importan~

role in leading the cheertng during the weekly pep rallies.

Mr. Hans Broekman, Headmaster, enjoys a soccer game
as he keeps the ball away from
the participants. Mr. Broekman enjoyed playing sports
with the students.

Juniors Jeff Cooper and Adam
Kaufman talk before a pep
rally. During the football season, the weekends began with
the pep rally, which helped
the football team and students

Mr. Mid1ael McLaren carries
one of his soccer players, junior Agustin Del Rio, on his
should ers. Agustin Del Rio
was a two-year junior from
Monterrey, Mexico.

Everybody looks forwru·d to the weekends
and the escape from classes, room cleaning,
and study hall .
At Subiaco, you can go home for the weekend or visit the home of a friend. About once
every two months the school provides the
students a way to go to Fort Smith and shop
at the Central Mall. However, most students
choose to climb the local hillsides and ridges or
to take a regulru· trip to the local Wal-Mart.
Paintballing is another populru· weekend
event.
Junior Michael Rauch says,'"! don't know
what I would do without my peaceful fishing
time." Michael, along with many others,
accompru,ies Brother Joseph Koehler O.S.B.
to Lake Dardanelle for a chance to catch
dinner.
Although everyone is looking forward to a
i trip to Fayetteville to tour the Northwe t
' Ai:kansas Mall ru1d to eat in the food court.
plus pass by the University ofArkan as, it has
not happened once this year.

Mr. Michael
McLaren
"I started the intramural program to provide
activities over the weekend and to give opportw,ities to students who
are not invo l ved in

sports to have a sufficient amount of exercise."

Senior Bryan Coyle, one of the team captains for the weekend
activities, assigns positions to his teammates. At the beginning
of the yea r, Mr. Michael McLaren, Dean of Men, introduced the
idea of mandatory weekend intramural activities for boarding
stud ents . After student debate, the concept was revised so that
the activities were no longer mandatory, but participation was
encouraged through various incentives.

Sophomore Darvey 1 idora
steps off the newly painted
bu on a weekend trip to
Wal-Mart. Students went
to Paris to buy supplies or
just to get away from campus for a while.
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Senior Mikey Pinedo and two friends get a group hug after a
Sunday Mass. People from Subiaco and Paris often attended the
Sunday mass together illong with the tudents and staff.
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Senior Sean Carter and junior Senior Michael McBee tries to
Daniel Gillen try to flip each other beat the game on his Sony Play
over during a round of horse play Station while his roommate,
in front of the main building after senior Ricco Ardemagni, talks

Perparing to dine, senior Chris
Cipolla says, "Dorm life makes
the value of friends greater,

but I have learned lo appreciate privacy."

dinner. Many students like to relax on the newly installed phoneon campus after dinner.
line with his friends from home.

Mr. Don

Smith
"As a Dean, I learned to
be much more patient
with others. 1 also discovered that the horror
stories often mentioned
in thepressaboutyouth
m general are exaggerated. Today's youth are
,•ery intelligent, motivated, and creative."
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Dorm life presented a huge change for
many students. Dorm residents had to learn
how to follow a very structured schedule and
how to balance their free time between
academics, sports, and fun. Perhaps the
most difficult challenge of dorm life was
learning to Jive with, tolerate, and appreciate another student. Many roommates had
different interests and tastes in everything
from music to food. These differences sometimes resulted in arguments, but they often
led to stronger bonds of friendship that
lasted well beyond the Subi years
"The years in the dorm together helped
my friends and me to become really close,"
said senior Brian Coyle.
While dorm life involved such chores as
cleaning rooms and doing laundry, there
were many fun activities as well. Dorm
residents could often be found chatting in
the halls, playing video games in their rooms,
or playing a pick-up game of basketball or
tennis.
Subiaco dormitories brought about a sense
of closeness and unity with the students
living in them. While Jiving in a dorm,
The residents of the Second Floor Dorm gather in the halls for
students developed a keen sense of respon- evening night prayer as Dean Robert Pugh checks
attendance.
sibility and community.
Boarders gathered together every night in their dorms for night
prayer before getting ready for bed and lights-out.

Sop~.omores Jay Winne and Michael Strachota take a break
between activity period and supper Jay, a returning sophomore was the brother of Tommy Winne, Class of '98. Michael
was one of the ninety-five new students who enrolled this year

During study hall, juniors Harry Amon I and Agustin Del Rio go
downstairs to get help on their homework.. In the meantime,

they decided to horseplay instead of studying.

The Josef brothers, Chris (12)
and Tim (10), chataboutschool
happenings by Centenary Hall.
Having a brother at school allowed you to have someone to

The Schriver, Rainwater,

and Strobel brothers take a
break after school. These
brothers were all day stu-

dents

who

came

from

talk to and rely on.

The brothers from Curacao, senior Ljuvan Carolina and
sophomore Ljugene Carolina, and sophomore Gerson
'.en:z.a, hang out after Sunday mass. These were the only
international brothers who came to Subiaco.
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Brotherly love is an everyday occurrence
on the grounds of Subiaco Academy and
more o than ever. Subiaco has eighteen
pair of brothers enrolled in the school. The
brothers offer each other a helping hand
whenever possible. A brother is someone to
help with school work, to give counsel, and
to provide moral support when days get
tough. "It helps to know you have someone
that you can count on and help you at
school," says freshman Denver Amerine.
"Nothing is thicker than blood."
The family ties run deep at Subiaco. Many
brothers who attend Subiaco have had older
brothers, a parent, or grandparent graduate from Subi. "It is a family tradition,' says
junior Adam Stengel. "All my brothers have
t graduated from Subi and I will, too."
! Brotherly love is and always will be a part
~ of Subiaco Academy.

The Berg, Claybrooks, Frazier, Irvin, Taliaferro, and Briseno
brothers sit on the steps of St. Benedict's Church and plan what
they are going to do for the weekend.

The Garcia brothers, Dana (10)
and Adam (11), take a moment
of their time to have their picture taken while hanging out
in the dorms.

The Amerine, Tencleve, and
Tritt brothers pause for a
moment during a lunch
break to show-off their GQ
look.

The Rosencutter brothers, Robby and Ryan, get together with
the DesEnfants brothers, Matt and Mark, in front of the PAC.
These set of brothers were all freshmen and \\!ere the only sets
of twins enrolled in the school.

Junior Josh Lynch prepares to serve his ping-pong ball against
classmate Travis Amerine. During the lunch break, day students
usually gathered in the Student Union, some of them just to rela~
the time period away. The Student Union was remodeled this past
summer and was dedicated by Abbot Jerome Kodell during the
beginning of year.

Jonathan
Berg

Senior Derek Schulterman is

Freshman day students are

studying for his upcoming test
while rel~g on one of Student

getting ready for anotl1er day

Union's new couches. Since the

at Subiaco. Most freshmen
were not old enough to drive

additionoftl1ecouches,manystudentsspent more time visiting the
Student Union.

their parents or other day students for a ride.

to school and had to rely on

"I think being a day student is a lot like having
an8to5job. Luckily, we
get our day-to-day freedoms and get to enjoy
the outside world. We
also have obligations at
home and in our local
society that require time
that boarders do not
have, including jobs."
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Junior class members Steven Tencleve, Josh Lynd1, and Travis
Amerine are discussing their weekend plans. "Freedom" on the

weekends was one of advantages of being a day dog.

Seniors "Ray Dog" Josh Tritt and Adam Schluterman are standing
beside Josh's dirty jeep. Josh went four-wheeling over the weekend
and had not cleaned his jeep yet.

The name itself sets them apart. They
are the day students of Subiaco Academy.
They hail from surrounding areas, including Scranton, Paris, Subiaco, Ratcliff, Corley,
and Magazine. The day students comprise
about one quarter of the student population.
The day students come for a variety of
reasons. They enroll at Subiaco for a college
preparatory education. More importantly,
they come for the brotherly bond of the
Subiaco experience and the great religious
background offered at the school.
"The contribution of day students to this
school is enormous," says Mr. Hans Broekman, Headmaster. "They hold their own in
academics as well as varsity athletics. With
luck, in the future we will meet our goal of
sixty-five day students."
The day dogs participate in all activities
and are a major part of Subi, whether it is
, teaching the boarders about the locals or
?' giving them a place to stay on the weekends.
· Even though they do not board, there is still
funior Carl Schluterman aims his shot on the pool table and a strong bond between them and their brothprepares to fire. Many students were found shooting pool ers on the Hill.
durmg lun ch and before and after school.

Junior Eric Tsai, enior James Hsu, fresh.man Jerry Chen and

Danny
Cheon

sophomore Eric Shiu stand in front of St. Benedict's church
discussing their Christmas vacation plans. Eric Tsai was oneO
the first Taiwanese students to attend Subiaco followed by Jame-
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There are nine students from Curacao. They are eniors

Ljuvan Carolina and Mickey Pinedo, junior Daniel Gillen,
sophomores Ljugene Carolina, Dan•ey Isidora, and Gerson

Penza,and freshmen ErgeU Doppia and Naef Saab.

Living in the Southern part the United States,
international students face variou difficulties as
they work to become part of a close knit community with tradtions very different from their own.
Not only must they adjust to new cu toms and
traditions, but they must struggle to master
another language and work to maintain their
own customs and traditions.
International students have proven themselves by excelling on the sports field. The Coury
Cup, the highest Athletic Award at Subi, was
given to students from Curacao. In addition,
Augustin Del Rio from Mexico was named the
State Tennis Champion for the division. International students have also earned high achievements in the classroom. Eric T ai, a junior
student from Taiwan, placed first in a math
contest. Also, mo t of the graduation awards for
the 98-99 school year were recieved by a Korean
student.
lnternationalstudentsbringtoSubiaco,abroader
vis.ion of the world, helping others to look outside
themselves and embrace the world around them.

"There are a lot of differences for me. espeically
in the educational system. Ifeel a lot closer to
my teachers and schoolmates then I fe lt back
home. But nagatively, I
do see some raci m,
somehting that I definitely didn't except."

Carlos
Cachavera
"There is such a difference between Spain and
Subiaco. Subiaco is a
g1:eat place, but I love
my country, and I miss
my home. I would like
to thank all my friends
and teachers who helped
me through my time at
Subiaco."

Harry
Amont
"It's very different from
what I am used to. The
culture and the way that
we treat each other are
totally different from
that of Paris, France.
At first it was very hard
to be far way from home,
but then I made new
friends."

Students from Mexico always comprise a large portion of the
international studenls at Subi. Many international student:
came to Subiaco for a year to improve their english skills. Thi~

year, they helped as some of lhe star players of the soccer team

.
In terna tion I tud
cnts gather around nght after the pep rally before
"
fall bre
~k. Many of them faced an early departure or a late arrival
for

Micky Pinedo, president of the CASA Oub, gives Mrs. Rush,
sponsor of the CASA Club, a birthday card on ovember 8th.

har~a; ~reak. For those who lived thousands of miles away, it\.vas

CASA stands for Culture Awarness at Subiaco Academy and

0

fit the flights into the sd1ool schedule.

the word CASA also means "home" in Sp,1nish.

"Ahrrr. .. Subi food for one more year," complains senior Bryan
Coyle. As a member of football team, Bryan decided to eat up
anyway and prepare for the upcoming game.

Seniors hold tl1e power to decide
whether the new shldents' posters are kept or dwnped into the
bonfire before the Homecoming
game. TI1e poster contest was
held during tl1e lw1ch break.

Senior Al Briseno works diligently during the activity period in the new Arts Center. It
was renovated over the summer and was dedicated during
the school year.

Joey
Schluterman

"I ride my bike around
campus because I want
to see how fast I can
really go. I like to coast
down the hill past
Heard Hall real fast."

Beginning with the 1999-2000 school
year, sophomores, juniors, and seniors
were required to attend afterschoo l activities from 3:30 to 5:00 PM, Monday
through Thursday, whi le the freshmen
attended afternoon classes.
The
afterschool activities included drama,
music, journalism, art, and sports such
as; tennis, cross country, basketball,
football and baseball.
After the activity periods, most day
students went home, while the boarders
could often be found in their dorm rooms
sitting and relaxing, playing video
games, studying, or eating snacks. Some
boarders played ping-pong and pool in
the Student Union, while others watched
television in the dorm lounges.
Many students came to the computer
lab to check their email and to chat
online with family and friends. According to the new rules, students could not
check out to go downtown during the
weekday.

'1 got it next, Wayne," says
junior Jorge Silveus. Jorge's
room was always full of people
waiting to play his Sony PlayStation.

Making the most of a qu.iet
moment, senior Rendall
Tolbert and others sleep on the
bus on the way back to Subiaco from Little Rock.

Freshman David Moloney shows his poster for Spirit Week. The
~e~ students and freshmen were expected to make posters for
t 'le Homecoming game. Good po ters ,-vere displayed at the
game, while bad posters were thrown into the bonfire.

■■■

Freshman Ergell Doppia and
others pay close attention to
their friend's dancing. ErgeU
was invited to Subiaco by other
students from Curacao.

Student Council President
Michael McBee and Senior
Class President Ricco Arde-

~~,i~rChris CipoUadances with a friend al the Catholic Youth
tnistry or "CYM" dance. The CYM sance was the first dance
~f the year. Besides the CYM dance, there is usually a Back-to~hool dance, a Homecoming dance, a Christmas dance, and a
ount St. Marys dance.

Junior Rolando Martinez slow dances with a friend at the first
CYM dance. Students at Subiaco rarely got to slow dance, but

when they could, they usually took advantage of the chance.
Most of the dances played faster music during which most

people just stood around and talked.

-Crippini tlie tiint
Mr. Heath
Spillers
"The dances give the
faculty a chance to be
with the boys outside
the classroom and to
see them in a different
light. It's valuable to
have the boys see that
we care about their
lives and it's nice to
see the boys having
fun."

■ ■ ■ ~JlntA.stic ■
The dances are an important part of
student life at Subiaco Academy. The
dances give the students a chance to
strut their stuff and show off on the
dance floor . The pounding beats , exciting atmosphere, and frenzied kids all
add up to a lot of fun.
You can ask any student here what
the first thing is that comes to mind
when he thinks about dances , and he will
tell you the same thing: girls . Most
students spend a lot of time prepping
themselves up for a dance in hopes that
they will meet a special girl that night.
Some guys leave the dance with a girl on
their arm and some guys do not. But all
is fair in love and war.
Plenty of good food and cold beverages
are available for purchase at the dances.
Pizza is usually in plentiful supply, along
with nachos and other assorted junk
foods . Hopefully , most people leave the
dance with full stomachs and happy
hearts.

] Junior Daniel Gillen dances the
- night away with Brittany
Wright. Dances gave students
thcopportwlity to rela, and to
meet girls.

Sophomore Seth Francis
spends a moment talking with
Andrea Willman during the

CYM dance. The CYM dances
were held in the Round House.

Junior Wayne Holtmeier

■ ■ ■ ,le1tvintJ ■ ■ ■
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shows off his tree climbing
ability. Some student had
weird ways of finding ways

"Go faster, Brother!"yell the students on their way to Paris Wal·
Mart. Every Saturday, Brother Adrian Strobel drove a bus to the
Wal-Mart to allow students to stock up on needed supplies.

themselves and

New students enjoy a good game
of "King of the Hill" on a floating
dock. A warn, day at Lake
Dardanelle served as a good icebreaker for the new students dur-

Towards the beginning of the school
year, Mr. Joe Blake, Academic Dean ,
took a van load of students to the Fort
Smith art exhibit as he does many times
during the academic year. Mr. Blake
also let the students go to the mall.
On many Sundays, Father Hugh took
a group of students out around the surrounding areas of Subiaco. During the
warmer school months , the students
talked Father Hugh into taking them to
Bluff Hole, where the students jumped
off of the rock and landed in the freezing
cold water, but a more popular place to
swim was Half Bushel. Several times,
Mr.Don Smith took a truck load of students to Half Bushel for the day .
Mrs . Chandra Rush took students to a
College Fair at Catholic High School in
Little Rock, Arkansas. "The college night
gave me an idea on what my next stop is
after Subi," said junior Jorge Silveus.
"It was a great trip!"

Brother
Adrian
Strobel

..

"I don't mind driving
the bus one bit. The
school buses are all
automatic now. It is a
whole lot easier than
driving these crazy old
gear shift buses ."
Junior Josh Lynch stands in line at College Night to pick up
some information about a sd1ool he is interested in attending.
Seniors Ljuvan Carolina and Mikey Pinedo and juniors AgustiJl

Del RJo and Daniel Gillen check out for a weekend as junior Eric
Tsai's parents arrive. Mr. Frank and Susan Tsai took the boysoul
for dinner, and they all went shopping in Fort Smith and

Fayetteville.

Many students went to College Night, whid1 was hosted by
,. Catholic High School in Little Rock, to expand their knowledge
~

f

about life after Subiaco.

Mr. Michael McLaren, Dean of Men, shm,vs off his wrestling
skills by throwing junior Harry Amont into the lake. Mr.
~ McLaren was later thrown into the water by several students led
by junior Daniel Gillen.

f

l

Junior Jorge Silveus leads the
procession into Mass on Sunday. He was followed by
Brother Caleb Cunningham.
Brother Caleb was the Master

of

Ceremonies

for

St.

~ '"tf,,bse t,v/,,b pr,iy tb;Jdlier
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Benedict's Church.

The presence of Christ cannot be hidden
from the students at Subiaco. The bells of
Saint Benedict's Church are a gentle reminder of his presence here and in our
lives.
Subiaco offers countless opportunities
to anyone who has an interest in learning
more about the Catholic religion. Required
Christian Doctrine classes teach both
Catholics and non-Catholics the fundamentals of a Christian life.
On Wednesdays and Sundays, we are
called together by the bells to worship and
pray during mass services. Subiaco en[ courages the whole student body to par; ticipate in the masses as lectors, ushers, or
~ acolytes.
f Every night the residents of each dorm
come together once again to pray before
going to bed. The presence of Christ and
the le sons we have learned in church will
stay with us long after we can no longer
hear the ringing of the bells.

Father
Brendon
Miller
"I see Mass as an opport unity to bring the
staff and students in a
common wors hip area,

to learn and to g1:ow in
a deeper participation
in the word of God. It
is important that we
as communitycometogeth er , wors hip t ogethe1·, and grow in the
Word together."

Junior Daniel Gillen reflects
on life and religion after
Sunday Mass. Boarding stumores Norman Taliaferro and Alex Thi
sion out of St. Benedict's Church during,
nesday. Students were required to atte

Wednesday during fourth period.

;i,

dents attended both the

~

Wednesday and Sunday

.!{

Mass service .

g
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Acolyte Drew Mason (11) prepares to call the community to

Mass with Brother Caleb
Cunningham and Abbot Jerome Kodell. Students reguIarlyserved during the Masses.

■ ■
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tlie culture Jn~ck
As time rushes on, nine months of school
have been successfully completed and are
followed by summer vacation. During the
summer of 1999, students were mostly
relaxing, although some students worked
and some even studied for the upcoming
year.
Mr. Jose Aznar, Spanish teacher and
dean, led a group of students to Alicante,
Spain. Putting Spanish skills to good use,
they spent a whole month there and stayed
in a local hotel,. Sophomores Taylor Rogers
and Jacob D'Angelo went to England to
visit Plymouth College as part of a new
foreign exchange program with Plymouth
College.
Besides European adventures, juniors
Travis Amerine and Josh Lynch joined
junior Eric Tsai in his hometown, Taipei,
Taiwan. They stayed in a couple of the
Tsai's houses all over Taiwan and tamed
the whole island with the Tsai family. "It
was so different to see Travis and J ash in
Taiwan than in the States. There I became
their translator. They could go nowhere
without me," said Eric.

Mikey Pinedo and his elder

brother, Alex Pinedo '98 lay
on the beach at Curacao by the
Caribbean Ocean with their
friends over the summer.

Seniors Lou Armstrong, Bryan Coyle, and Chris Cipolla expert Mr. and Mrs. Tsai decide to take their visitors out

was so nice to
ence "Plaza de Colon," the Columbus Square and the nationjJ 1 to tour the city on a weekday. '1t

library right behind the "Torres de Colon," theColumbusTo"'er 11leet with the Tsai family. They took us all
the island over these two weeks. All of
Before they came back to United States, they toured the city ot .irounct
1
Madrid. "I like Madrid very much. It is a big city with lots ol ~ ein were so nice to us," commented Mrs. Carol
tnerine.
sights to see," said Chris Cipolla.

~un!o_rs Travis Amerine, Josh Lynch, and Eric
Hsa, line up front of the Dr. Sun Yet-Sin Memorial

T ~ll during their first day of touring Taipei. In
aipe, City, tourists often visited memorial halls
and business trading markets as well as historical cultural buildings.

Travis
Amerine

Josh
Lynch

Junior Ridtie Kress is showing
MI. Jose Aznar where their fellow travelers are while they

"The Taipei city was so
big and there was so
much to see. I am so
happy that I survived
Eric's day and night
rides. All the traffic
lights and signals were
just for his information. And Thank God
that I didn't ride the
jet ski with Eric on the

stand in front of the" Arco de la

ocean!"

"We went down to the
southern partofTaiwan
andstayed ina five-starhotel. We rented two
jet-skies and it was so
exciting for both Eric
and me. It was a oncein-a-lifetime expe,ience.
I loved the city of
Tainan, especially Mr.
Yeh's restaurant. That
was delicious!"

Victoria," the Arc of Victory.

W are the special chosen people

Photo by Eric T~i

Because we are the Trojans of Subiaco

Seniors Lead the Way
Four-year basketball players Josh Koenig, Adam
Sc~1luterrnan, Michael McBee, MatthewTencleve,Josh
Tntt, and John Davis kid around after a morning
assembly. These young men greatly contributed to
the many successes of the Subiaco basketball team.

Photo by EncT'>:lt

Four year football players Thomas Nalepa, Derek
Schluterman, Rendall Tolbert, Chris Cipolla, Ben
Gehring, Josh Koenig, Adam Trokey, and Bryan Coyle
stand together to show the unity that has helped them
and the football program be successful throughout
the years.

11Rkt4#lllm

I' ve only bee n here one year, and I have already made many friends. God, thank you for giving
me the opportunity to be here. Mom and Dad, you know 1 love you. Thank you for always being
there for me when I needed help. To all my friends back home in Spain. especially Ju anjo. Mamen,
Nate, Bea. Tati. Jul ian. Armando. Felix. Alejandra. and Zulema. thanks. My au nt and uncle also
played a big role in my life. I love you. My friends at Subi. Mikey. Brian. Ljuvan. Kirb). Ricco. Al.
Sean. Cho-Mo. Landry. and Rendall. I reall) bonded with you guys. I will miss you a lot. I hope
to see yo u in Spain soo n. especiall) Mikey and Brian. Trojan forever. I'm out e,eryone. Stay in
contact.
PEACE OUT'

It seems as though I walked throu gh Heard Hall' s doors yesterday. The last four years passed
quickly. but they will always be remembered. Mom and Dad. words cannot express my gratilUde. Thank you for everything and always being by my side. Nino and Cara, your help and
guidance is greatly appreciated. I love you all unconditionally.
To the faculty. deans, and teachers. thank you for helping me 10 deve lop into a man. You all
make Subiaco·s motto reality. Finally, 10 the class of 2000. we have a jumped a major hurdle.
Thanks 10 everyone for your help. Cipolla. S S will be at the family reunion. Rendall. your
sleepwaJking will get you into trouble. Ben, we will have to reenact I :30 sometim es. Mikey.
stay cool in Curacao. McBee, be nice during college or else you wi ll get beat up. Foo, come up
and see me so metim e. And to the rest of the class. good luck, and keep in touch.

Carlos 2000
Ciao '00
Ri cco Ardemagni
First off 1 would like to thank my Mom for always making me the best 1 could be. I would
like to tell Doug thanks for being th e best Dad 1 could ask for. and to my grandmother.
Meemaw. 1 want to tell you 1 love you for all that you have done 10 make me the man I am
today. To Tanny. Peepaw. and all of the other family members. 1 want to thank you fo r standing behind me in all the decisions I ha ve made.
To Ben. Fitz. and Sid Barett -remember the CRAZY trip to Dallas during Fall Break. To
Brad-for being a Junior you were a pretty cool roommate. Lou. Al. and all of the rest of the SCrew. thank!) for being Lhere.
Most of all 1 would like 10 th ank God for making my life better.
YEEHA W-Landry Campbell
SR.

·oo

Mom. Dad and Ljugene thank, for being the re fo r me with me throughout Ill) high school
year. I'm reall y grateful for ha, ing you guys as my famil). and God for making me ~uccessful.
Three years at Subiaco was a reall y good experience. where I met good friends with different
backgro unds. 1 wish the best to the class of 2000. Remember we a;;, the future of tomorrow.
Mikey stay cool and th anks for making days at Subi more fun.
Ljuge ne, Darvey, Dan, Shurelton . Gerson. Na ive. and Ergell you still ha,e a few years, so
don't give up my fri ends.Curacao number #1. To other friends tha1 I ha,en't mention goodluck
and God be with you.
A special thanks to Mrs.Rush and the faculty for pushing me toward excellence. Well
Blauwche is out.
Peace oul

First, I'd like 10 thank the higher power for showing me the way. Second. I'd like to thank my
Mom and Dad for all they·ve done for me. Third. I'd like to thank all th e people that I've grown to
apprec iate. You kn ow who you are. Some guy twenty years from now is probably laughing quite
a bit at all this but that is okay. Do me a favor and remember that whichever machine you
operate by, that machine is obsolete. Life is nothing more than a long string of placed goodbyes.
Jonathan Berg

Dear Trojans,

When I think back to all the people 1 need to thank in this Senior write-up, it's a long list. But
anyway here we go. First and foremost. I need to thank Dave Thomas for al l the 99 cent junior
bacon cheeseburgers. Conditioner and shampoo, you guys always kept my hair clean and silky
smooth. Ebo th anks for all the pleasant mental images. Puff Daddy, you' ll always be richer and
cooler than me, but remember who your real daddy is. Finally, Pepto Bi smol you alwayi,, made me
feel better.

Trea_sure the moments you spend at Subiaco. because memories will get you through the
rough tunes. 1 prefer to remember the good limes like " hen Bryan Coyle. Chris Cipolla. and J
would wrest le in our rooms before mass. Also the times when Bryan Coyle would get brownies
m the mad and Adam Trokey and 1 would raid the box of brownie . Not all memories are happy
ones, but they· re worth remembering. Just remember good or bad memori es will get you through
....
the rough times.

Sincerely.
Al Briseno

Sincerely.
Sean "Came r· Carter (#81)

P.S. Thank you. Mom and Dad, Grandmas and Grandpas, fami ly. and friends for all the
sacrifice you made on my accou nt.
Al Briseno

Sean Carter

P.S . "Yee Haw." Mr. Smith, and Cho. keep your door closed and locked.

Afler four year. m Subiaco I owe my grautude 10 many. I owe Evcry1hing to God. who has given me all 1he abilil) and
talent that was needed to graduate. and kepi me going v. hen I did not ha,e the dctcnnination to continue.
I ov.e m) parent-. for having patience and be lieving in me enough 10 gi,e me the freedom to go out on m) ov. n. for
helping me v.hcn I cou ld not mana£con my ov.n. and foralv.ays being there forme-Thanl,, you. I Lo,c You ~o much.
L) nn. Kelly-Thank you for keeping me ligh1-hearted at home . Michael. ID) ..twin:· Thank )OU for alv. a)~ being there for
me and for all the times we spent together-you will always be close 10 me.
I also truly owe my future to the fllcu ltyofSubiaco. I am fore,·er indebted to all of )'OU for\o much. Mrs. Spillers. ~lrs.
Lynch-I am grateful for e,·cl) thing you ha\·e done for me over the years. Couch Tcnclc,·e. for putting up with me for four
whole years; Mr. Ken ny. for,;haring a love of zoology: Mrs. Rush for gelling U.!> all imocollcge-1owe so much toso many .
I owe the Abbey for being the backbone of Subiaco. I owe all fll) friend.,, cJas..,maie-,, and 1eamma1c.s for nJI the fun v.,e·, e
had in four ycar'i and for all lhe fun that ·~ yet lo be had. To everyone-for making me v.ho I am-I hope J never disappoint
you.

The end of the year-what a great time for us all. We put up with all of the uppercl ass men
when we were younger and underclassmen all Lhe other times. How did we do it? Well, it's
over and we can all rest and remember our Limes at Subiaco. Sorry. rm not going to mention

anyone, so I don't offend anyone. We have known each other for a while, at leas t a year, and if
you don·1 know how I feel about you, then I guess it' s too late now. I would, however. especially like 10 thank all the four-year men. We have been IOgether the longest and suffered
through many classes and other events. Remember. keep in touch. Those who haven't been
here that long, thank you. 100. My adv ice for non-seniors, stay with ii. and make the best of
what yo u have.
Christopher Cipolla

PAX.
John ~latthev. Gabriel Da,is. #25

Mom, Dad. and Nannu, thanks for pulling me through Subi and for supportin g me all these
years. Ben, Al. Lou . and the rest of my classmates: it' s been fun. Let's stick together through
the rest of life. and achieve all our dreams. Vince, Bradle) , Brian. and Will: don't worry.
sc hool will end faster than yo u think. It' been great downtown, and don't forget Memphis in
May!

All praise goes to my Heavenly Father for giving me strength 10 go on thi s tedious journey.
To the "queen of my heart:' my mother.·· you·ve raised a fine young man•· (as people always

informed you). Thank you for your love, wisdom. support. and belief in me. I love you.
Thanks family (Grandaddy. R.I.P.). G.M.Z .. and friends for the inspiration. Love ya! A spec ial
thanks goes to Sister Sandra and the Project Reflect Program. Without you . this would've bee n
impossible. Subiaco. thanks for an experience I'll never forget. To my "fans." thanks for the
continuo us support. Maybe in the future I' ll go platinum! To Rendall. Michael, and "Mikey,''
thanks for the brotherly love. Take care my "brothas." And finally to the Class of 2000. WE
DLD IT'! !!! May God bless you. keep you. and fo rever keep each one of you focused.

Good Luck and Thanks!
James

"Quan"

First I would like 10 thank God for allowing me the experience of Subiaco. Second. I would like
10 th ank my parents for allowing me 10 attend this great sc hool of knowledge. Mom and Dad. I
know that you had to put up with a l01 of things but I thank yo u fo r leuing me come 10 thi place
called Subiaco. But. most of all I would like 10 thank Amber for getting me 10 go through and
10 enjoy this last year of school. You have helped me succeed through this last year. I love you
all for helping me through this year. and last but not least. thanks 10 all the se ni or class of 2000.
It's been a great experience and best of luck t0 all that will return.

Well , we finally made it. We. the class of 2000, have learned a lot over the years. Freshmen
year. Mr. Harold taught us the va lue of a hearty meal from Taco Bell . and we all got stronger
pushing Rendall around in hi s wheelchair. Sophomore year Riddle taught us that it' s best to keep
your mouth quiet. and Mr. Smith' s Christmas prese111 taught us all a little something. But who can
forget junior year when Ty and Luke taught us how to make a buck or two, and Dr. Ante taught us
about life. Now we are finall y looking at graduation. and have learned the most imponant lesson
of all. The lesson of brotherhood that will last forever. Finally I wou ld like to thank Josef and
Whitney for all the fun we've had.

Billy Flexse r

Christopher Cook
P.S. " ....... Don. I know what I am doing."
Chri stopher Cook
First I wou ld like to thank God for being with me through all ~,e good times and to help me
through the bad times, too. Second, I would like 10 thank my late stepfather. Terry Wayne
Byrd, who di ed ea rlier this year. Without him I would have never had the opportunity to enrich
my life and education. I wou ld also like to thank my mother. my father. and my aunt and uncle
for getting me out of this place when I needed the rest and for always pushing me to do belier
and succeed in what I'm doi ng. I would also like to thank the guidance counselors. Br. Joseph
Koehlor and Mrs. Rush for always being there to talk to. Quan. Rendall. we final!) made it. Chris.
Rauch, hang in there. only one more IO go. To my teachers fo r all the after sc hool help, thanks.

Well everyone. what can I say? I guess in a wo rd I can sum ii up as "Memories:· To the 4-year
men. thanks, its been fun (at times). To Chris. Adam, Sean. and Cho. keep in touch. I'll always
remember you. Chachi. see-ya in Spain ... ow. the thank-you's: first and foremost. I'd like 10
thank the man upstairs. GOD. Mom. thanks for the support ... WE MADE IT!!! After 13 years. I'm
off to college. I love you. Steven. I don't know where you' re gain·, or how you•re geuing ' there.
but good luck. Chomus, two years of roomin' has been kick ' bye. My fi nal word of advice:
"There are those who are not forgo1ten and tho e who will be remembered ... you make the
choice ...

IT"S FINALLY OVER
A DY '·OO"

Brya n Coyle (#85)

Brian Coyle

Andy Gates

YES ! My years al Subi are finall y up! First, l wam lo Lhank my parents For all of lhe ir love
and support and lettin g me come to Subi . Eve lyn: th ough you can be very annoyin g. I ca n
always ta lk to you. Dere k, Nick, B.J .: Wh at can I say? We have had some great times together.
The rest of the day students: you have made my fo ur years go fast. Nex t years foo tball tea m:
hang in there, you have a great coac h and good things will happen. Everyo ne e lse who L didn ' t
men tion: J would have, but it would have taken a ll day.
Later,
Be n
P.S . Dere k. Keep it Smooth!

I wo uld just like to than k everyone tliat supported me: my pare nts. fa mil y, and everyone else.
woul d like to send a sho ut o ut to my boy Pu ff Daddy. Master P. the Hot Boys (Juven ile. Lil
Wayne. B.G ., and T urk). th e whole No Limit Crew, B-dub (Brandon). J-Love (Jason), Tony,
Teresa, Tameki a. Ke ndra, Ti ffa ny, T in y. Te nill e. Ae ri a l. Ki ns hasa. and Cl iff. I wo uld li ke to say
that in the small amo ulll of Lime be ing here th al Subiaco is not as bad as expected and that 1 wi ll
never fo rget the me mories and ex periences I have obtained in my sho rt stay here.

These fo ur years at Subi aco ha ve been a great experi e nce. To the Seni ors: In spite of all the
hard times th at we faced togethe r. I wouldn ' t have wa nled to go th ro ugh it with any other group
o f guys. To th e future of Subi aco: hang in there. it is not as bad as it seems. In closin g. I
would like to th ank the teacher that chall enged us all to learn and to li ve up to our potential.

I wo uld like to th ank my pa re nt s fo r sendin g me to Subi. and the rest of my fa mil y for thei r
sup port. I would also like 10 thank my fr iends fo r making my time at Subi a little more fun.
See ya' II in th e future.

Philli p Kearney

Josh Koenig
IL· s over!
B.J . Green

P.S. Derek. keep it smoo tl1. and Cras h don· t sell the F-100. res tore it.

P.S . Derek, don ' t fo rget to SHAVE !!!

Thanks guys. It's been fun

First of all, I would like to thank my parents fo r giving me thi s o pportunit y to attend Subiaco to
become a better indi vidual. both academi call y and spirituall y. I would al so like to give my thank s
to Mrs. Lynch. Mrs. Spillers, a nd Mr. Spillers. who have he lped me a lot whil e I am in c lass.
Special thank s to Mrs. Rush. who has constantl y given me va lu able ad vice and pro vided great
sources in my college selecti on. Cipolla, Sean, Plafcan. and Doug, Lhanks for being my frie nd and
helpin g me w hen I was in need. Mc Bee, Rico. Phil, and Rend all, good lu ck in co llege. Eric. Travis,
Ri chie, and A ndy, there is only one more year le ft. Life at Subiaco was tough fo r me, but I am
proud to be a Trojan. I wish the bes t of luck to a ll the seni ors; the class of 2000 will always rul e.

Lafield

James

"Ambition is like a frog sitting on a Venu s- Fl ytrap. The fl ytrap can bite and bite. but it won' t
bother the frog becau se it onl y has little tin y plant tee th. ''
Mom and Dad. you knew thi s place would be the bes Lfo r me. Bringing me here was the
greatest g ift you·ve given me besides birth. I love both of you more th an 1"11 ever be able to le i\
yo u. Pam, you brought me fe li city like nothing e lse. Timmy. yo u·re funni er and smarter than me.
but never fo rget who·s bi gger. Yo u·re ha lfway throu gh. so don' t give up or mess up. Whitney,
it's been three years and two shoelaces. Thank s fo r putting up with me. Coo k. thanks fo r
pushin g me thro ugh those cross-country run s. but please tell me. why did we do that aga in?
Watch th e 7-U p and give your sister my rega rd s. Uncle Ebo. th anks fo r the good tim es. Pen S.
Mcgaving. I appreciated the stimul atin g conversati ons. To those who never graduated (T y.
Ke mbl e. Cli fton). you have my sympathi es.
To fo ur years of my life,
"Hoe-Suf'

Tha nk you Mom. Dad. O wen. Ellen. the entire fac ulty and staff, and the alu mni for sac rifi ces
that made it possible fo r me to have a successful fo ur years at Subi aco. To a ll of my friends. I
don' t kn ow how muc h (O thank you fo r all the grea t me mories I' ve had with you. Best of lu ck
to a ll of yo u in life. Underc lass men. yo u should rea li ze th at your fa mil y and the fac ult y have
given up many things fo r you success and they dese rve your respect and thanks. Lastl y. I would
like to thank my Ford fo r offering me safe conveyance from sc hool to home.
Many T hanks.
Frank Lee
P.S. I'm non deno mi nat iona l: 1 like Chevy also.
Chri s Josef

Franklin Lee

I learned well.

Where do I start? Time seems 10 have 0own by. First. I'd like 10 give thanks 10 God for

Chad Rainwater

giving me Lhe gifts to compete at Subiaco academically and physically. I'd also like to thank

my Mom. Dad. and especially Mr. Pat Flippo for footing the bill and encouraging me 10 push
on. I was told. "All my hard work would pay off" and that day is fast approaching. Mikey. you
were a great friend. Rendall and Cipolla best wishes 10 the both of you. Quan, you've dealt
with me for four years, college should be a breeze. Nick and Trav it's time 10 step up.
Shurehon and Norman stick in there and work hard. h's time 10 move on. For all those that I
forgot to mention. I'll miss you all. Don't forget the good times fellas.
Later fellas
'00 McBee #33

Being part of the Subiaco experience has been a wonderful thing 10 have in my life. Everybody I
knew I'll remember forever. Even though at one time or another it was difficult. my family. and my
friends have helped me through so I could finally make it to my senior year. Recollections of all
the good and not-so-good times from this place will be with me forever. I would especially like to
thank my mom for working so hard for me. Dad. Theresa. and Erica: thank you for being there to
suppon me throughout these long but short four years.

Four years? It's gone by quickly, except on weekends which is really a drag. We all had fun
though. Subiaco has been great for me. I've learned a lot from all my coaches· inspiration and
my peers. What a great time we had rooming together, Bryan. Go l.rcland. Mr. Smith, you're

the best. YEE HAW!! It's been fun hanging out. I know I've been a pain for the faculty as
well as my fellow classmates. But it's all been in good fun. Tha1·s how I spent my time in Subi.
having fun.

David Rolniak

Cho Thomas Nalepa

To my whole family, thanks for giving me the upport 10 succeed. There is no way I could
have made it without you. Craig, I can't believe it's over. Thanks for always being there for
me. Chad. it's been great. Roy-Roy. good luck in Mulberry. it's been fun. Derek. B.J.. ick. &
Ben. thanks for the weekends. Travis. Steve. Chris. Spiv, & Craig. enjoy it while it lasts.
Coach Tencleve & Bro. Joe. thanks for making dreams happen. To the rest of the faculty,
thanks for the memories and good luck.
thanks for my future. Class of

Wow. I finally did it. First of all. thank you God. for giving me strength to complete my way
through high school. Mom and Dad. I couldn't have done it without you. Look what you've
made out of me, "A Man.'' I love you. Alex. Andrew. Anaiz. Laura. Karina. and Daisy, all of
you played a big role in my life and I love you with all my heart. Dan, Darvey. Shurehon.
Ljugene. Gerson. Ergell. and Naef. its up to you now to represent Curacao. Do it well. Kirby.
see you in Curacao, Brother in Law. Carlos, its been nice meeting you and see you in Spain.
McBee and Rico. we did it !"II never forget you guys. Quan and Rendall. you·ve been my
brothers. I'll really miss you. Ljuvan. you've been a great friend, see you in Curacao. Br.
Joseph. Mrs. Rush. Mrs. Lynch, and the faculty. thank you. Everyone else I didn't mention.
take care and peace. My time is up. Take care.

·oo.

Schlute #21

Miky Pinedo "00-'

I would like to thank my parents for making it possible for me 10 auend Subiaco. The last
four years of my life have been full of great memories. The lunches at Hardees and Pizza Hut,
the conversations on the benches ... Nick. Be, B.J .. what can I say. we've finally made it. Chad.
I'll see ya at the cabin. Josh K., remember the soccer field. DeCee. thanks for all the great
memories and for being there when I needed you the most. As for the rest of you seniors. see ya
later. Todd and Kendall. your time is coming.

With thanks to my family. especially my parents. and my teachers. my Subiaco experience
has been a good one. I'd also like to thank the friends that I've made here who made Subiaco
life enjoyable. Although I've thoroughly enjoyed High School. rm ready to move on. Beast, so
long and thanks for all the fish. To the rest of y'all, thanks for the memories.

Matthew Plafcan-2000
SLlJDI

#25

Matthew Plafcan

Derek Schluterman

My four years at Subiaco have gone well for me. There have been many changes in these
years. It has been a good experience for me and I hope it will be a good experi ence for others as

The Subiaco experience is one of the greatest experiences of my life. II has brought forth a
great deal of responsibility and has also taught me values, that will stay with me for a long time.

we ll.

I give honor and thanks to God who is the light of my life. Thanks 10 my loving Mother and
Father and all of those who pushed me to succeed.
To all of the se nior class and four yearmen. IQ all of the Heard Hall seniors. 10 senior
footballers. Day Dawgs, Coaches, Teachers, and underclassmen friends, thank you and good
luck in the future.
The best is yet come. Thanks IQ tl1e Keifers and the Lynch Fami ly for their hospitality.
Quan. Mike P.. McBee.
Good Luck: Love to All
Rendall Tolbert
A.K.A. HotBoy

Joey Schluterman

rm about to graduate, yeah. There are some people I wou ld like to thank. First my parents for
all thei r support. I know I joke abo ut gelli ng my freedom. but I reall y love yo u Mom and Dad.
Nex t, I'd like 10 th ank my friends for all th ey've done for me. I couldn 't have done it without you
guys. I also wan t to th ank the faculty here al Subiaco for all the great work they do. Finally, I'd
like to thank God fo r givi ng me such a great opportunity. To the rest of the senior class, goodbye and good luck.

I can·t believe it"s over. Adam, Chad, & Craig, weve had a lot of fun. Stay in touch!
Vanessa. you were there for me when I needed you the most. I love you! Jamie. you·re the best

brother one cou ld have. Jodi, thanks for all the laughs. Mom & Dad. thanks for the support
and the chance.
Peace out
Josh Tritt

Nick Strobel

Th ank you God fo r gettin g me thro ugh these past four years. Dad. Mom, Grandma, and
Grandpa: Th ank you very much for your support in getting me throu gh my WONDERFUL
Subiaco experience. Without you none of this would ha ve been possible.

Subiaco has taught me that the most important thing to know is not your English or your
Physics. but yourself. Remember who we are. seniors. Remember where we came from, and where

we winded up. There is one word for where we winded up: a family. We are all a part of each

Much thanks goes out to my "no-place•· friends; Thanks fo r being there!!! Rendall, stay
away from Pringle cans and Gatorade bottles in col lege. Lou, we reall y didn't need to trash the
room at three in the morning (Sorry Mr. Blake!). Fitz. I wish I could say something in Ital ian, but I
cant' t. ... h's been fun . see ya round '. Al!!, watch out for them park benches ... they're a REAL
killer (along wi th th e fruit). Ricco, don't talk 10 STRANGERS on desolate beaches at I :30 A.M.! 1!
To the rest of my people, see ya' II.
I Love You ALL,
Peace
-Ben

other now. Don' t forget i1: don·t mistreat it. Mom, thank you: you can tell yourself I did it now.

Dad, thank you for being there. Laura, good look at M.H. I love you Grandma and Grandpa. Mr.
Smith. we almos t got away with the bell tower incident. Coach Glover. Berry. Galarsia. Peww. ru1d

Wright: you·re the only coaches I feel that really cared about us. I'm going 10 miss you: Cris.
Bryan, Sean, Thomas. Rendall, Wade, BJ. Ben. Adam. Carl, James. John. Quan, and the rest of the
seniors. ·'Don't cry because its over: smile because i1 happened:·
Trokey

First I would like 10 th ank God. To my parents. thank you both. Dad, thank you for always
helping me in life. school, and in basketball. Mom, thank yo u fo r your support and for always
being there for me. Nick, you· re my best friend, work hard at everything and be a leader.
Andrea. you are the greatest sister in the world. McBee. I don't know what to say. you're a
good friend. Ricco, Mikey, and Rendall-it has been great. Josh, we ha ve been through it all
together. Norman, '·Dallas;' believe in yourself. You·re a friend for life. Shurelton. I am still
going to Curacao. Trav and Steve. keep workin g. To the basketball team. thanks. To the
Curacaol ians. Sr. Day Dogs, Quan, Harry, Josh Lynch, Pat, Marcus, Troy. Elliot. and Jasonkeep in touch. To the faculty, monks, and Subiaco, thank yo u. Mrs. Lynch, you are the
greatest teacher.

Well, I finally did it, I graduated. I know what you are thinking. any idiot could do it. but it was
hard for me. SO BACK OFF!!! First off. I need to give thanks IQ God and my family for everything
I have been blessed with. I learned well here. Mikey. remember how we always decorated your
walls and Mr. Blakes tables. Will. remember hiding behind the couch. Ljuvan. keep dancing. I
never forgot about you covering me with baby powder. We Are Out. ..
Kirby Wells

Foo #24

Matthew Tencleve

Kirby Wells

l can't believe I made it thi s far at Subi. The four years were hard. but I managed to get by with
the help of my friends and of course my Mom who would never let me give up. I think Subi has
made me a better person and has taught me how to become a beuer person in the future. I owe
most of the learning and memories to my grandparents who I cou ld not live without and also for
com ing to pick me up on the weekends when everyone else was bu sy. The rest I owe to everyone
here at the Academy who wouldn't let me fail. Chris J .. thank s for al l the help with my studi es and
the support you gave me and keep practicing shooting so you can kill a duck when you come
hunting with me. To the class of 2000, good luck.

Seniors:
Swingin' It

Whitney S. White

Bryan Coyle
enjoys an
astro pop after
school

It was real. lt was fun. But was it real fun ? It wou ld have been worse without Beast, Berg,
John John, Fluffy, and Wade.
Dustin Youn se

Josh Tritt
of Paris,

AR

7

Philiph Kearney
of

Pine Bluff, AR

Joann Lynch

Ricco
Ardemani is not
impressed with
the lastest
freshmen skit

Chris Cipolla
of Houston , TX

Bryan Coylel
of Dallas,

TX

Sean Carter
attempts to
rally the Trojans
against a local
opposing team.

of Carthage, TX
Jona th

an Berg prepares for his pep rally run

Re ndall gets jiggy with it at the Catholic Youth Ministries dance

Travis Amerine
Harry Amont
Andy Briseno
Danny Cheon
J effery Cooper

Michael Rauch
Andrew Redmond
Chris Roberson
Chris Robinson
Alejandro Rodriguez

Agustin Del Rio
Treal Fraizer
Adam Garcia
Daniel Gillen
Jorge Guzman

Carl Schluterman
Craig Schriver
Vince Sellers
Jorge Silveus
Matthew Spivey

Ian Hamilton
Zach Hebert
Robert Hennessey
Jose Hernandez
Wayne Holtmeier

Adam tengel
Nicholas Tencleve
Stephen Tencleve
Zachary Truemper
Eric Tsai

Garret !bison
A.J . Kaufman
Adam Kaufman
Michael Kiefe r
Richard Kress

James Lamb
J osh Lynch
Cole Ma ngham
Rolando Martinez
Drew Mason

Brian McDonough
Ant.bony McWillie
Robert. Newman
Richardo Parada
Joseph Prosser

Juniors Ian Hamilton, Augustin Del Rio, J<>sh Lynch, and Rolando Martinez
look on during a Student Council meeting. "I like ha\'ing whnt l s,1y be
important," said Ian Hamilton, Junior Class President.
Junior Drew Mnson jams as part of the band "The Others" The band
performed du ring footb,111 pep ralleys and football games this year .
. , , ~ -,i'
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Chase Allison
Kevin Bedi
Ljugene Carolina
Eric Chiu
James Connally

Marco Corral
Justin Costello
Jacob D'Ange lo
Carlos Davila
JefTrey Dubuc

Nikolas Merriman
Adam Millet
Gerson Penza
Jace Reed
Richard Reeves

Taylor Rogers
Brad Schluterman
Craig Schluterman
T.J. Schluterman
Kevin Schriver

Marc EJ.K.ilani
Jacob Endres
John Falconer
Johnathan Fisher
Seth Francis

Dana Garcia
Jeff Goebel
Enrique Gonzalez
Jorge Gonzalez
Shurelton Hanley

Kevin Herr
Matt Hickman
Andrew Holland
Jef'ltJunt

Darvey Isidora
Aaron Jones
Timothy Josef
Kyle Korsmeier
Benjamin Lincoln

Palrick Sullivan
Norman Taliaferro
Alex Thias
Adam Tiffin
Rocky Titsworth

Freshmen Mauricio Avila and
Patricio Belden listen and study
their assignment sheets during
Father Aaron Pirrera's English as
a Second Language class. This was
Father Aaron's first year teaching
ESL

Eric George
Jason George
Jeremy Gillespie
Anthony Gomez
Alejandro Gutierrez

Ryan Hall
Keith Hannon
Alejandro Hinojosa
Aaron Huber
Casey Hyke

LaMarcus Irvin
Allison Jeu
Rehan Khan
Carl Kock
Jeffrey Koenigseder

Hayden Bullock
Chris Cagle
Joey Case
Jerry Chen
Cody Cox

Mark DesEnfants
Matt DcsEnfants
Devin Donahoe
Ergell Doppia
Neal Duncan

Nick Eckart
Jacob Falconer
Brock Freeman
Justin Ford
Anthony Gendreau

John Matthews
David Moloney
Matthew Nelson
Ryan Pridgin
Adam Rainwater

Alex Roehl
Naef Saab
Tommy Schad
Peter Starr
Jonas Strobel

EIJiott Taliaferro
Chris Viebrock
SamWathall
Jacob Ward
Mitchell Wewers

Abbot Jerome Kodell
Mr. Hans Broekman
Mr. John Adams

Father Hugh Assenmacher
Mr. Jose Aznar
Miss Evelyn Bauer
Mr. Joe Blake
Brother Ephrem O'Brian

Brother Caleb Cunningham
Mr. Bruce Dersch
Mrs. Hermina Fox
Mr. James Galarza
Brother Joseph Heath

Mr. Chris Jasper
Brother Vincent Klein
Mr. Lawrence Hoen
Mr. Gary Kinney
Brother Joseph Koehler

Brother James Lindsey
Mrs. Joann Lynch
Mrs. Rosalie McClelland
Mr. Michael Mclaren
Father Brendan Miller

Mrs. Dottie Neumeier
Father Aaron Pirrera
Mrs. Chandra Rush
Mr. Paul Saboe
Brother Jude Schmitt
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Brother Joseph Heath is perplexed bya a difficult
question posed by a student during his Western
Civilization II class. Brother Joseph also taught
Christian Dictrine and Adavanced Placement
United States History.
Mr. Chris Jasper and Mrs. Joann Lynch discuss
math topics after school. Mr. Jasper joined the Math
Department this year after working for Intel and
founding his own computer company.

Wth

he games of today, the memories of tomorrow

great challenges comes great rewards.

Senior football players line up
before their final game at home
against Lamar. The Trojans
won the game by a landslide.

The 1999 Varsity Trojans line up
for their team picture, Oanked by
Coaches Marion Glover, Roberl
Pugh, Michael Berry, and James
Ga larza. The Troj;ms finished lhe
season, 1-8

Senior Rendall Tolbert
~ttinches his thir~t during a
p;eak in the action. Rendall
3
s· Yed the positions of dc.fenaiv~ tackle and guard and was
Vital part in the Trojan effort.
..,

'Irojan Football

Coaches:
Head Coad1

Marion Glover
Assisted by

Mr. Berry,
Galarza,
Mr. Pugh.
Head Coach Marion Glover
watches his team demolish the
Lamar Warriors on the field.
Coach Glover could often be

Senior DerekSchlulerman rumbles
past the Dardanelle Sand Lizard!.
during the Homecoming game.
The Trojans lost the game, despite
the team's strong efforts.

The Subiaco Trojan football team reported to
campus two weeks before registration ready to get
down to busines . It was plain and simple: a new
offense and defense must be installed while a
primarily new team must be trained to run each.
Things were djfferent this year though. The admtion of two new member to the coaching staff,
now headed by Coach Marion Glover, a sured
that. Two week of rigorous three-a-days proved
tremendously beneficial.
A week of practice after the football "Orange
and Blue Game" Subi beaded to Augusta to take
on the Augusta Red Devil and the Highland
Rebels. A~er one half the Red Devils trailed 28-6
in the wake of the pirited Trojan play. Despite
inspiring effort the heavily favored Rebels squeezed
by after one quarter of play 7-0 when the clock
stopped the unchecked Trojan drive.
The sea on kicked off with a very m appointing
loss to Mansfield; the Trojan just weren't playing
like they could. The team managed to improve,
however, beyond tbe shadow of a doubt, in performances against teams that routed tbe Trojans la t
year.

Seniors Whitney White
Rendall Tolbert converse after a
tiring game. These two seniors
helped le.id the varsity football
team.

Sophomore Troy Irvin muscle-. hi5:
way through the S:1nd Liz..1rd.,.
defon~. Bcsid~t)ffern,c, lrYin also
pla~t.-d defon!>e, leading the kam
in tad.Jes with 3h tad.le-.

!he !lc..' ,1"-0ll

Latia Cole, Subiaco's 1999 Homecoming Queen, stands beside her
escort,senior Renda.II Tolbert. The
Homecoming Court included
seven couples and two junior escorts.

JuniorquarterbackA.J . Kaufman's
solid effort drags Dardanelle defenders for the extra yardage.
Kaufman was 24 for 86 for 336

The- Trojans make their way to the
locker room at halftime during the
Clarksville game. Subi managed
to put three touchdov.'Tls t.ln the
board before Lhe game's ~nd.

yards on the season.

The Subiaco-Paris game, which always brings
drama on and off the field, had their hearts of all
Eagle fans stopped. Paris barely escaped the Trojan onslaught with a field goal with a precarious
47.5 seconds on the clock to a 18-16 victory.
Victory came with a 41-6 pummeling of the
Lamar Wan-iors. Lamar just couldn't stop the
Trnjans, who were venting their frustrations for
the season . The offense had a field day running
the ball and the wishbone option plays worked
smoothly.
The fans support was always great. No matter
how far away the game was or who the opponent
was, there were always loyal and encouraging
fans in the crowd. Team appreciation for the
support wa never lacking.
There is much progress to be made but a journey of a thousand miles still begins with a single
step. The football program will arrive and it isn't
a question of "if' but "when". With sweat and toil
the guards are changing. It is said that if you
speak of tomorrow the devil laughs, but the Fates
carmot win all the time.

Date

Team

Them

Us

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept.24
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29

Mansfield
Clarksville
Lavaca
Ozark
Paris
Waldron
Dardanelle
Boonville
Lamar

34
41
34

0

25
18
37

3

Senior Chris Opolla ,;tands on the
sideline ,,nd prepares for the next
Ouis was a four year football
! player on Trojan football team. and
~ he was always working hard to improve his football talent.

j

~

I
Senior Rendall Tolbert and junior
JorgcSilveus take a limt.....out dur·
ing a grue ling football prncticc.
The football players reported lo
campus two week!, ea rly to begin
th.ree-a•days.

16
13
21
20

41

6
1-8

to face conference roe, the Lavaca
Colden Arrows, Su bi fell short to
a tellar Arrow pa$sing attack,
3 ~- 20.

£ run.

20
20

35
40

The Trojans s torm onto the field

Junior receiver Josh Lynch P'
part.>s on the goal line for a 'frc1
touchdown. Josh caught th~
passes for 56 yards on the ye.it

The Subia co Trojans kids off to
s tart the action. The special lean\S
played a vi tal rolcdurng the game

and throughout the ~ea.son.

Freshman La Marcus Irvin car·
ries the ball into the touch·
down zone against Lavaca:

Coach Michael Berry gives the
young Trojans his post game

LaMarcusand his brotherTro,
(10) were both major player>
on the Subi football teams.
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talk to pep up his worn out
players. The Trojans finished

the season 3-3.

3-3

Date

Team

Them

Us

Sept. 16
Sept. 21
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28

Lamar
LR Catholic
Hacket
Lavaca
Paris
JC Westside

20
19
0
12
30
12

12
6
2
26
22
30

Many of the freshmen football players reported to campus two weeks early, just like
the Varsity football players. This was just
one sign of the team's dedication to the sport
and to hard work.
The freshmen Trojan football players ended
their season 3-3 . The loss to Lamar was an
eye-opener for the team. T h e team worked
hard and practiced even harder for their next
few games. Their hard work and dedication
paid off with a 24 -8 win against Lavaca, a
forfeit, and a 30-12 win against J .C. Westside .
This is the first season in 12 years that a
freshmen football team scored over 20 points.
LaMarcus Irvin, Joey Case, and Ryan and
Robby Ro encutter were the team's main
scorers.

Subiaco get away with a hold
as the Trojans run the ball up
back

Coach Michael Berry makes

LaMarcus Irvin uses his handy
blockers to gain big yards

adjustments at the halftime
intermission during the freshman football game.

Freshman

running

against L,vaca.

i

__________ ______,:
]

.._

}?

the gut. Subiaco used thewishbone formation as their pri·
mary offensive attack.

The freshmen Trojan line up
for a offensive play from the
Jjne of scrimmage. LaMarcus
lrvin led the way for Subiaco.

Senior Josh Tritt draws the foul Junior Nick Tencleve takes it
as he shoots a layup on the to the rack on the Lamar dePine Bluff defense. Josh was a fense. Nick was a major conpresence in the post and the

tributor on both the offensive

Junior Daniel GilJen takes the

ball with authority to the hole.
Dan played the post position
for the basketball team.

The 1999-2000 Trojans accept their first place trophy
for the Holiday Classic.

perimeter.

We all know the saying: "It's not the size of the dog
in the fight. !l's the size of the fight in the dog." lfthis
aying wa ever more true, it wa this year on the
var ity basketball team. The average height for the
Trojans was under six foot. However, even shortness could not overshadow the size of their hearts
and ambitions.
"Thi year we wanted to show that size doesn't
matter," aid senior Michael McBee. "The will to win
comes from the heart."
As usual, the Trojans came into the year following a
very succe sful season. Coming off a Conference
championship and a sixth straight visit to the district finals. the expectations were once again high for
the Trojans. This year's schedule reflected the high
expectations for the team. The Trojans scheduled
two non-conference games against 5A powerhouses
Pine Bluff and Springdale. On top of the e two
games,the Trojan once again competed in the toughest district in 3A ball game.
"The competition in the Conference was just as
good or better as previou years," said senior Chris
Cook. ·'Nevertheless, our guy always gave it everything they had."
The Trojan were led by three returning tarters,
seniors Matthew Tencleve, Josh Tritt, and Michael
McBee. The e three seniors had ample playing
experience in all situations. The Trojans al o returned juniors ick Tencleve and Travi Amerine.
Continue on next page...

Junior Travis Amerine adds
two more points to Lhe Trojansscore. Travis was the sixth

man and a periodic starter that

contributed to all positions.

Senior Matthew Ten cl eve

adds a little style to two
points. Matthew was a vital part of the Trojans offensive success.

As a sophomore, Norman
Taliferro burns a Paris defender. Norman ga ined valuable playing experi nee dur-

Senior Michael McBee shoots a
jumper du ring a home game. Mike
was a solid offensive player for the

ing the 99-00 year.

Trojans.

Senior Adam Shcluterman de-

Senior Josh Tritt gets a breakaway
lay-up during a fast break. Fast

fends a Dardanelle player.

breaks gave the Trojans valuable

Adam was a senior that always

points on the offensive end.

kept the Trojan's spirits up.

Junior Stephen Tencleve looks
inside for a teammate. Steve was
counted on to come off the bench
and hit the big three.

£

--~--------.1'

Freshman LaMarcus Irvin looks

With style, junior Ch ri s

the lan e over before taking an

Robinson puts the ball in the

Ozark defender to the hole. Irvin

hole.

was cow1ted on during tourna-

minutes off the bench for the
Trojans.

menttime to make the big baskets.

·----r6:

Chris gave va luable

£

S,,n-

------,~--------'

cl.er ior Matthew Tencleve takes the ball to the rack over a BoonvilJe
&teender. Matthew was a three-year starter who contributed
at1y to the Trojan's success.

Travis and Nick were periodic starter last year that
had gained valuable playing experience. A new addition was found in Daniel Gillen, a 6"3' junior from
Curacao. Other Trojans who contributed greatly off
the bench were juniors Steven Tencleve, Chris
Robin on, and sophomore Norman Taliaferro.
"Th.is is the best defensive team I've ever coached,"
said Coach Tim Tencleve. "They always give 100
percent on the floor."
The Trojans opened the eason against 5A powerhouse Pine Bluff Despite a hard foughtefTorttowin,
the Trojans lost the game. This loss, however, did
not diminish tbe Trojans spirits. It was mainly
viewed as a learning experience.
"If th.is game taught us anything, it was that we
can play with anybody," said Coach Tencleve. "The
fact that we were neck to neck with them until we got
in foul trouble is evidence of our ability to play with
anybody."
The Trojans must have learned a lot because they
went on a six game winning streak against such foes
as Mena, Dardanelle and Paris. The winning streak
was ended, however, when the Trojans dropped two
games to rivals Ozark and Clarksville. "These losses
hit the team hard," said Senior Matthew Tencleve.
"Weju t kept our beads up and hoped for the best."
The Trojans displayed some of their best efforts
in their next eight games . The Trojans once again
returned to the Holiday Classic Tournament in
Scranton, stomping Paris and Hector on their way
to becoming tournament champions . With a tournament championship under their belts, the Trojan were ready to attack the second half of the
season.

Clad in ties and blue coats, the
Subiaco Trojan fans not only
make the statement of class,
but also show the support of
the free throw shooter.

•

Senior Matthew Tencleve performs aerial acrobatics on his way
to the bucket. Big shots and clutch
free throws always got the team
a.n d the crowd into the game.

Senior Josh Tritt (Ray-Ray) puts
a shot up over a Clarksville
defender. Josh was a four-year
senior that played a major role
on the Trojan team.

Date
Team
lran Us
Nov. 13 Pine Bluff
62
46
Nov. 19 Morrilton
61
70
Nov. 20 Mena
52
67
Nov. 22 Dardanelle 61
67
Nov. 23 Paris
49
55
Nov. 30 Lavaca
43
72
Dec. 3 Lamar
46
62
Dec. 1O Ozark
67
62
Dec. 17 Clarksville
70
62
Dec. 28 Paris
45
76
Dec. 30 Hector
45
60
Jan.4 Springdale 72
64
Jan. 7 Booneville 64
73
Jan. 11 Waldron
31
66
Jan. 14 Paris
44
63
Jan. 18 Lavaca
48
75
Jan. 21 Lamar
44
62
Jan. 25 Ozark
53
48
Jan. 28 Clarksville
57
54
Feb. 4 Dardanelle 54
69
Feb. 8 Booneville 59
68
Feb. 11 Waldron
55
78
Feb. 14 Paris
60
64
Feb. 16 Ozark
69
59
Feb. 22 Huntsville
41
69
Feb. 23 Clarksville
51
52
Mar. 25 Ozark
74
57
Mar. 2 Hughes
73
59
1999-2000 Season Record
Up, Up, and Away' Senior
Matthew Tencleve puts two
points on the Trojans
scoreboard.

19-9

Freshman La Marcus Irvin maneuvers the ball so he can go
for a shot. LaMarcus was a
great athlete with speed, he
also played varsity games.

Freshman Elliot Talifero
throws a pass to one of his
teammates. Elliot was one of
th e top scorers of the Freshman Basketball team.

The Freshmen Basketball team soared ahead of the
expectations this season. Experiencing triumphs and
tragedies, the freshmen team-members proved itself
worthy of the name "Trojans."
The freshmen team began its season on the road in
Charleston, wruch they dominated to strut their winning
season. They continued to win and eru·ned a championship at the Mulberry Basketball Tournament.
Hopes were high for an undefeated season. These
hopes fell when the Freshmen team lost to Catholic High
in Little Rock. It was a close game, which the team lost
by one point.
Several weeks later, the Trojans faced Catholic High on
Subi's homecourt and again lost by one point. Despite
these two disappointments, Subiaco remained first in the
conference. The teams's morale was high. The County
Line tournament was approacru.n.g, and Subiaco held the
number one seed.
In the fir t gaIIle of the tournament, the Trojans
defeated County Lioe on their home court. Subiaco, tben,
went on to the semi-finals with Charleston. After a
Subiaco victory, the Trojans played Ozark in the finals,
another team undefeated in conference. The game was
hard with many controversial calls, but Subiaco was able
to pull out and win the tournament by one point.
With two tournament championships under the belt,
the Trojans headed ioto the District Trow-naIIlent at
Westark College in Fort Smith with rugh aspirations. The
freshmen dispatched their Lavaca and Clarksville opponents and faced archrival Ozark for the tow-nament
finals.
Subiaco had already won two games agaiost the number
two-seeded Ozark Hillbillies. On February 12, Subiaco
met up with them again in the district championship
gaIIle. The first quarter was close, but the second quarter
brought Subiaco ahead by about five poiots. The second
half started and Ozark began to come back. Subiaco
pulled ahead again by seven points, but Ozark would not
let go.
Throughout the fourth quarter, the game remained
close. With 30 seconds left the Trojans held a three point
lead and were confident that they would win . Ozark then
scored an extra two points, bringingSubiacodown to a one
poiot lead. Subiaco tried to hold the ball, but a Subiaco

Freshman LaMarcus 1.nrin goes
forashotagainsta Paris player.
Whenever the Trojans played
the Eagles, tJ,ere was alwys a
rivalry.

.~
player was fouled and missed the free throw.
With 1.5 seconds to play, the ball was dead wit
Ozark in possession. Ozark threw the ball inbounds tD
a player seven feet from the basket. The Ozark player
dribbled once, turned, and shot. With one swish oft)le
basket, the Ozark Hillbillies won the gaIIle.
1
Many people thought that the ofiicial clock was n°
sta,ted on time. However, everyone has their O"'P
opinion .
Subiaco finished up a great season with a disaPpointing loss . However, Subiaco did briog home the
second place plaque for the 4/AAA di trict tourn~·
ment and captured a 21-3 season. In additi?~'
LaMru·cus lrvio scored the most points in junior big'
basketball in Subiaco's liistory.
Coach Tim Tencleve ummed up the season s8)°'
ing, "A tremendous season,just three points froJTI 8~
undefeated season. The team wa a great grouP 01
kids who are not only good junior high players, ~o
are capable of being much better in senior high,
Date
Nov. 8
Nov. 18
Nov. 22

Nov 29
Dec. 1
Dec. 3
Dec. 6

Dec. 9
Dec. 11
Dec. 16
Jan. 6
Jan. 8
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 17

Team
Clarksville
Charleston
Dardanelle
Waldron
Hector
Lamar
VB Coleman
Lavaca
LR Catholic
Scranton
Mulberry
LR Catholic

Boonevelle
Dardanelle
Trinity

Jan. 21

CountyUne

Jan. 22
Jan. 23

Charleston

Jan. 24

Ozar~

Jan. 31

Lavaca
Paris
Lavaca
Clarl<sville
Ozark

Feb. 3

Jan. 7
Jan. 8
Jan. 9

Ozark

Them

us

37
36

55
43

30

51
45
49
37
51

24

35
34
29
29
37
33
50

44

35

so
55

30

29

28
17
46
25
42
42
43
28
19
16
31
44

39
39
55
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44
49

46
55
42
37

so
34
43

game. The
egames really
ed the players up.

Freshman Jason George waits
for a Parb play~r to drive in.
Jason alway~ played great on
the defensive end.

Senior Philip Kearny winds up
for a warm-up after school. This
routine was practiced daily during the after school activity period.

Junior Vince Sellers recoils
alter a fa t-paced hurl back
to the pitcher. Handle and
speed are two important
keys to be a good picture.

Trojan
Baseball
Coach:
Mr. Berry

The new millennium has been viewed primarily
as a time of change. Riding the crest of this wave of
change, ironically, is the return of Subiaco baseball, resurrected after being dormant for more than
forty years.
The work and dedication was never lacking from
anyone, players, coaches, alumni and administration alike. The team worked diligently from the
beginning to bring about a successful season . Each
day Coach Berry would drive the team in the green
room and on the field, striving to better the team.
Ron Kaufmann (class of '65 and father of A.J.
Kaufmann) and Kenny Kaufmann (class of '69 and
father of Adam Kaufmann) spent alot time working
on the field trying to ready it for opening day.
The team did not play from an advantageous
position. Nothing was obtained without struggle.
The program was created from scratch. The fact
that no player drew experience from having previously had a Subiaco baseball jersey on his back has
been viewed as troublesome. The hard work and
the heart displayed in practice negated this. Sporting their infamous jerseys that have been the envy
of the eyes of other varsity Subiaco teams, the
baseball team opened up their season against the
rival Paris Eagles.
Subiaco owns the bragging rights having to the
deepest field in the conference as well as arguably
the best. With what began as a football practice
field became a plot of churned earth. The ch urned
earth was given a little concrete and sod to eventually become a great field. The program followed
pace. It grew from an assortment of hopeful students to a full-fledged uniform team competing in
the 4AAA West dis•rict with the other Subiaco
varsity sports .
The enthusiasm that this season left in the program will be built upon only to further swell. The.
team will improve with each following year. Hard
work resurrected the program and hard work will
make it succeed.
Mr. Ron Kaufman and Coach

Steve Taylor build the newly
acquired Subiaco dugout. The
dugout was recently built for
the use this year.

Junior A.J. Kaufman throws
the ball to first base to get the
runner. Defense is an important element in baseball.

Sophomore Matt Hickman
prepares to throw the balJ to
second base. Quick relays to
the cut off man make or break
a baseball team.

Senior B.J. Green hurls the disc at

the Boonville Track meet. B.J.
competed in the throwing field
events for the Trojans. Val uable

points could be gained from field
events during track meets.

Junior Jorge Silveus and
Wayne Holbneir work on per-

Sophomore Alex Thi,,s, runs up a
hill on U,e k,st stretch of the 3-mile
loop. 11,e practice runs were full of
rolling hilb that insured the te<1ms
runners of a gcxxi workout

fecting their handoffs during
a track practice. Perfect
handoffs were essenstial to the
relay team's success.

As other track teams were on their second or third
week of practice, the Trojan Track team finally assembled with five teammates. Many of the members of
the team came from the football, basketball , and tennis
teams.
Since the very beginning there were few "tracksters,"
meaning that expectations would undoubtedly be high.
Coach Robert Pugh told the team, "l don't expect to win
alJ of the meets with such a s mall team, but I expect
nothing le s than a first place i.n the events that we
compete in."
The original team had essentially anticipated two of
the five to participate in distance, leaving only three
s printers to run relays. With only three sprinters, it
was almost guaranteed that the team would not have
any relay teams because it is impossible to run only
three people in a four man run. But in late February,
many of the basketbalJ players h elped the team out in
many of the field events.
Returning shot putters and discus throwers, seniors
Ben Gehring and B.J. Green, were expected to pull mo t
of the shot and di cus points. Juniors Jorge Silveus and
Carl Schluterman were the teams hurtlers. Jorge ra n
t he 330 yard intermediate hurdles, while Ca rl ra n the
110 ym·d hurdles. Juniors Wayne Holtmeier, J a mes
Lmnb, and sophomore Alex Thais ra n all oftbe distance
events in t he meets.

The Cross Counh-y Team is unlike any of the other
sports that are played at Subiaco. The runners push their
bodies to their physical breaking points in a race against
time. They can not pas a ball or call a time out when they
get tired or lose their lead. There are no cheerleaders or
scremning fans to cheer them to the finish line and two out
of live students could not name three people on the tean1.
These things do not matter to the runners. They do not
run for t he fans or to receive credit for their achievements,
but rather becau e it i their passion to run.
The temn ran an average of 12.4 ntlles a week and over
the cow-se of the eason ran the equivalent of a trip from
Litt.le Rock to Subiaco (about 125 mile l. With the lo of
last year's two senior runners, the team knew that thev
would have to work hard and push themselves beyond
their limits to make up for the loss. The team suffered a
decrease in the number of runners and was constantly
plagued with the sweltering summer heat that would not
seem to ever give way to cooler weather.
Butamidallofthecomplication andtl1eob tacle that
had to be overcame, the team bonded together and did not
let anything stand in their way. Their hard work paid off
t.l1ough when junior Jmnes Lamb, a first year runner,
placed first in the under 18 bracket at a non-competitive
race in Fort Sutlth and again when t he team as a whole
placed tenth in tate mnong the divi ion AAA schools.
When asked to comment on the team overall, Cross
Country Coach John Admns said ·the effort varied from
runner to runner, but most got out what they put in:
All of the members of the team worked hard this year
and were rewarded for their efforts. Seniors Chris Cook
and Chri J osef,juniorsJmnes Lmnb and Alberto Guzman
sophomores Alex Th.ias, Tim Josef and Matt Sontage
earned their varsity letters this year.
The team will be losing its senior runners, Christopher
Cook and Christopher Josef when they graduate. but this
loss will give way to a new generation tl1at might some day
take the Trojan to be first in state.

all

Junio r Jam es L1mb accclerales

at the beginning of a timed run
in practice. Good starts were
crucial to sprinting success.

Sen·10

and rs Christopher Cook
lh Chris Josef head down
lice hill to get ready for pracha e. Both Cook and Josef

tr Ve been members of the
Oss-country for three yea rs.

Juniors James Lamb, Jorge
Gu zman and ~ophomore
Jorge Go nzales finish their4mile run. Over all, this year's
cross-country team ran over

200 miles.

Juniors Harry Amont and

Trojan
Soccer
Coach:

Alejandro Rodriguez fight for
the ball during a scrimmage
game. During the pre-season
the soccer team played many
scrimmage ga mes.

Senior Thomas alepa leads Junior Rolando Martinez and
Alejandro Rodriguez in stretches
before one of their soccer prac-

tices. The soccer team could be

Headmaster Hans Broekman

shows Subiaco soccer team what
Dutchsoccerisallabout. During
his earlier vears Mr. Broekman
played a lo't of soccer.

seen stretching everyday.

Mr. McLaren
Soaked in dripping sweat, hunched over from exertion, senior Chris Josef makes his way to the main
building from the small soccer field adjacent to the
bustling highway. Chris serves as a fullback for
Subiaco's varsity soccer team under the leaderslup of
coach and Dean of Men, Mr. Micheal McLaren, who
joined the staff in September. Chris and other soccer
players who have represented Subiaco on the soccer
field in previous years have high expectations for the
new coach's ability.
Mr. McLaren began the team's pre-season soccer
practice two weeks before Thanksgiving, running the
team through a multitude of running and ball-handling
drills. He promotes a style of soccer that calls for
nonstop movement of the ball , which requires a team of
extremely fit player .
"The whole goal is to make a team fit," Mr. McLaren
explained. "My players have the talent, but fitness with
ball movement is the key to breaking down the opponent."
In order to convert the team to this robust state, Mr.
McLaren forced an arduous workout on the team. He
commented , "I wanted to run the team hard. They
needed strengthening and conditioning."
Mr. McLaren in no way lacks experience in coaching
and playing soccer. Playing soccer seems to have
always been a part of his life. He can remember playing
a minimum of six games a week ince the age of twelve.
At the age of sixteen, Mr. McLaren played on many
teams, including the German Armenia Bielefeld Youth
and the Royal Air Force squad.
Being a part of the Air Force team gave him a chance
to experience the styles of other international powerhouses, like the French and the Dutch. In addition to
playing soccer nonstop, coaclung two or more teams at
a time was not an unusual task for Mr. McLaren. He
has experience coaching teams in Britain, Germany,
Norway, Holland, and Maryland.
Now in Arkansas, Mr. McLaren finds that the popularity of soccer is highly undeveloped. This lack of
support for soccer programs is unusual for Subi's new
coach, who is accustomed to the thriving soccer programs of the East Coast and Europe.
On the subject of Maryland soccer, Mr. McLaren said
that "soccer is everywhere!" He said, "Games are going
on every weekend between school, club, select, and rec
teams. If you want to tart a club team, you can choose
from any number of high school starters."

Compared to coaching for teams on the East
1
Coast, forming a team in Arkansas requires mucl
more training and experimenting with positions ond
lineups. "In practice down here, we have to take till1e
out from practice to scrimmage each other, time that
would be better utilized for drilling and condition'
ing," commented Mr. McLaren.
"In order for soccer to progress we have to play all
year. We should form a select club, lobby with other
coaches, and play more scrimmages," said M1·
McLaren. But until McLaren can form a select club
or push for unoffici a l scrimmages, the 2000 team will
have to gain fame by their success in the league tbi•
year.
The strict discipline enforced by Coach McLareP
have positively affected the attitude and play of the
Trojan soccer team. Coach McLaren is no longer''
newcomer to the Trojan players, but a knowledge·
able instructor to be respected.

Junior Alejandro Rodriguez
triesforagoal duringa practice

on a weekend. Throughout
the yea r Lhe soccer team fol-

lowed a hard schedule.

Fre!'.>hman Marucio Avila
drives in during a shirts and
skins practice game. Soccer
players were often faced with
problems of hea t in the sum-

merru1d coldness in the winter.

Junior Agustin Del Rio carries the

ball into the zone against Freshman MarudoAvila. Agu!>ti n and
Marucio were soccer players all o(
their Uves.

The tennis teao1 takes a
drink before heading up to
dinner. This year' team has
significantly grown since
last year.
Ricardo Parada from M~ic:
shows off his backhand •~J<
tennis match with orth51 ~
High Sd1ool. Ricardo was 0 ~:
of the few new players to l
team.

Senior Ricco Ardemagni returns
the balJ to his opponent in a match
with Norlhside high school. The
Trojan tennis team plays many
tuff schools from around the state.

Junior Agustin Del Rio practices
tennis on a hot February day.
This year's unseasonable weather
has been a burden on many
sports.

Since 1974, when Brother Adrian Strobel took the
job as the tennis coach, the Trojan tennis team bas
won the district championship in either singles or
doubles every year and has won the state championhip several year . Brother Adrian has been awarded
the title of the outstanding coach in Arkansas three
times during his tenure as coach. This combination
of good coaching and talented player has resulted in
many victories over ome very tough competition.
Many new students, full of talent and enthu iasm, showed up at the beginning oft.be year to try
out for the team. As a result this year team is larger
than in years past. The number of returning students to the tennis team thi year has increased from
only two players in 1998 to four players this year.
Senior Ricco Ardemagni stated. "We have a lot of
new and returning talent which will help us tremendously in our quest to repeat as AAA tate champions ." This tradition of excellence and team spirit is
something that all the members of Subiaco's sports
try to uphold.
"This year's team is a good mixture of both new
and returning players," said Brother Adrian. He
said tl1at be could only hope they could play as well
in a tournament as they do in practice. Ifso, tbeywiU
most certainly make it in the state championship.
This year's larger team will only make winning
easier. Thu the tradition of Subiaco having an
outstanding and talented tennis team will continue.

ests in the minds of Trojans

'.:fhe spark of Knowledge

Mrs. Lynch sho\•VS Senior
Doug Lafield what the answer
is supposed to look like as

Doug hurriedly copies.

With the discovery of last
nights homework, this group
does the mad dash to completion ..

Mr. Jasper shows a mathematical tidlit with a curious
student, freshman LaMaicus
Irvin. Mr. Jasper came back
to Subiaco after resigning his

job at Intel.

A piece of 7t
lvt J\t Subiaco, math was one of the many classes offered.
\\I

any students excelled in the multitude of courses that

t ere offered, including Algebra I & II Honors as well as

t\eguiar courses, Geometry, Precalculus, Algebra III/I'rigo0tnetty, and Advanced Placement Calculus AB.
During the scl1ool year, there were a nwnber of math
~ntests that the students competed in with other scllools.
such contest was held at the University of the Ozarks.
41Ileth.is
competition we competed with the surrounding
~%ls, which basically told us where we stood within the
Strict. Many students took part in this contest.
e Senior Jonathan Berg said, ''It was a good chance to
s "'-ehtcise my mathematical talents with peers from other
C

much more studious. Senior
calculcus class is the highest level
math course offered at Subiaco.

th

In exchange fora pile of "Lynch
Bucks" Silveus gains a bag of
candy.
Lynch Bucks are
awarded for mathematical excellence in Mrs. Lynch's class.

oOis."

great
0 Senior Thomas Nalepa stated, "It a was a
llPIJrtunity to compete at a higher level."
J One math teacl,er the students will never forget is Mrs.
~¾n Lynci,_ Mrs. Lyncl1 was not only a teacher of
"Calculus and two Algebra II Honor classes, she was also
n, e head of the math department. Mrs. Lynch stated that
~ t of her rhyming songs used to remember formulas
i\J e &om old conu11ercials and from Sesame Street.
h though the songs might have sounded stupid, they
e)Ped the students learn complicated formulas.

Denver Amerine tries to explain a problem fr~m last
nights homework Ill ~rJasper's class. Explanation
was sometimes the only way
that math would make sense.
Mrs. Joann Lynch serenades
the class as she reveals her

pride and joy, a completed
math problem... Mrs. Lynch
,vas always willing to help stu-

dents go over problems.

Junior Rid1ard Kress works on
his article for the next issue of the
Periscope. Richard was one of
the hard workers on the PAX
staff, who always produced good
work.

Sophomore Justin Costello
works on the tedious ta k of
cropping every students class
photo. Every yearbook photo
was cropped so it would fit in
its assigned space.

Junior Travis Amerine organi zes photos before entering
them into the co mputer.
Journalism required students
that had strong co mputer
skills.

All the write stuff
Thejownalism staffoft 1999 and 2000 had to face mall"
of the srune hardships that plague the first staff in 1917·
Meeting deadlines and coming up with creative ideas
just a few. Besides the copious amounts of wiiting done 01
the classroom, students were sometin1es required to give
up their free time after scl,ool to meet the deadlines for
articles or take pictures at ball games.
This year's staff underwent a lot of changes. The ne"'
teacher, Mr. Paul Saboe, "acted more like a colleague thaJl
a superviso1'', according to junior Richard Kress, whicb
made it easier for the students to understand and achieve
the goals he had set for them. The work load was less tJJiS
year due to the splitting up of the class, one being durinfl
the scl,ool day and the other dwing the activity period il1
the aftemoons. Junior Eric Tsai, editor-in-chiefofthe Pa..'·
and Junior Andy Briseno , editor of the Periscope, both felt
the weight of the work placed upon them by their pa.si·
tions. " The work would have been too much for one cla...'-'
with one editor to handle," said Eric Tsai. "Jownalisrn ~
changed a lot with Mr. Saboe," said Andy Bnsenor.
personally think we did better due to the freedom we weft!
given in our wtiting."
The work load was heavy, but the jownalism edit.or.l
and staff proved that the demands of the class were 00
match for their intelligence and persistence.

were

junior Robert Newman reads
a copy of the Periscope from
last year to get an idea on how
to write his article. The staff
used all types of sources to
generate article ideas.

Mr. Paul Saboe instructs his
journalism class on feature articles. He was a new teacher at
Subiaco this year.

Senior Jonathan Berg lets the
camera know just how much
he enjoys writing captions.
Writing captions was a main
responsibility for journalism
students.

Senior Billy Flexer, Chris
Cook; junior Travis Amerine,
Kyle Brown, listen intently to
c Mr. Paul Saboe for thei.r next
~ writing assignment.

0

~

Senior Thomas Nalepa recieves
an instructing by his classmate
Chris Josef. Friends are always
there when you need them.

Junior Craig Schriver and his
classmates discussing a Christian report, which is due the
floowingday. Upperclassman
had Christian Datrine everyday before lunch except
Wednesday.

0

0

Broth('r Caleb prepares to
show a movie to his junior
Christian Doctrine class. He
was a new addition to the
teaching staff this year.

Every student that attended Subiaco was required
to lake Christian Doctrine classes. These classes,
ranging in topics from Church History to Morality,
P~ovided valuable insights into the students religious life. These classes were taught by both lay and
religious faculty.
The students of the Academy enjoyed the classes
a . they provided an opportunity to explore their
spiritual life. "It i interesting to find out where our
'.;hurch beliefs come from," said senior Billy Flexer.
We are a catholic school and it is important for us to
know our church history."
Besides educating the students in religion, the
classes provided an opportunity for the students to
Unite in group discussions and to express their view .
One topic discussed in a class that allowed students
to express their views was the death penalty. "In
B_rother Joseph Koehler's class we had the opportunity to find out more about the death penalty," said
~Unior Robert Newman. "The di cussions allowed us
0
discover our own beliefs towards the death penalty."

Sophomore class students Ma tl
Hickman, Jace reed, Jonathan
Fisher, Michael Strachota ,
Adam Millet and Eric Chiu all
share a laugh after their kit.

The Christian Doctrine classe played an important role in the daily lives of the student today and
~ will continue to do so in the future.

in the clas.sroom

Father Hugh searches for his
next word during a class discussion. He teaches History
classes as well as a religion
class.

The Junior Christian Doctrine
class works on a homework
assignment for Br. Caleb.

Senior Ricco Ardemagni takes
a break from his note tak.ing to
smile for the camera.

In between classes Coach
Glover reads American Folklore to try to find the meaning
of "ghoul."

Over the years Subiaco has made strides towarc:
academic excellence in the social sciences through I t
Advanced Placement courses. The Advanced Placemen
courses were an opportunity for students to pursue collegelevel studies while still in high school and to receive
t
advanced placement credit in college.
Subiaco Academy offered many Advanced Placemen
courses in the social sciences, including US HistorY:
There were also two new advanced placement classes•
t
European History and Comparative Government._
These courses benefited the students in many clilfereJ'\d
an
ways. Students demonstrated scholarship on national
international levels, studied in greater depth, and JJllf
O
proved their chances of being accepted by the college t
their choice. The main goal of the advanced pJacenieJ'l
courses at Subiaco was to provide the maximum challeJ'le::
to selected students who were seeking a strong coll
preparatory experience.
According to College Counselor Mrs. Chandra R~
"Over-all, our students do quite well. Many of our stud~ e
1
have received college credit and advanced placement U1
d
past."
"AP American History was a great experience~ r
0
demanded a lot of work, but will better prepare me
college," said senior Christopher Cook.

Mr. McClaren grades papers
after school. He was also a
new addition to the teaching
staff this year. He taught history and coached soccer.

Tim Josef, Aaron Jones, Alex
Thais and Marc El-Kilani take
notes during Mr. McClaren's
lecture.

What the brochure doesn't
tell you!

History comes alive

]

u

0

Sophomore Jeremy Seifert,
Brad Schluterman, Taylor
Rodgers, and T. J. Schluterman
listen attentively to Mr.
McC!aren.

poster. He was known for
his knowledge on WWI 1
and other American wars.

Freshman Jerry Chen survines
hisOvilclassbytranslatingwords
to a transk,tor one by one. Jerry
was invited by Junior Eric Tsaj to
experience Subiaco life.

en

Mrs. Margie Spillers expla ines
how to prepare fo r the ACT
test. Mrs. Spillers would often go to extreme lengths to
make sure a student understood the assignment.

One or the two Span ish II honors classes share, a laugh with
teacher Mr. Jose Azna r. Spanish students always enjoyed
sharing a good laugh with Mr.
Aznar concerning his Spanish
accent.

A Freshmen Latin Class listens intently to Sub-Prior
Father David Be llin ghouse.
Father David came to the
class to help them with
their Latin ski ll s.

Various speaking
~ S~biaco has a reputation of academic excellence.
t fllc,ent in truction and devotion from the students are

Junior Jorge Silveus works
diligently during ,, Spanish I
class. "The homework in
Spanbh is diHicult," aid
Jorge. "IL is hard lo get the
hang or a different language."

Mr. Jose Azn.1r expk1ins Spancsh
Problems to junior Robert
HennesseyduringaSpanishlclass.
Mrs. A7.1w allowed the students
to ask questions concerning problems at the end or class.

he reasons that the foreign language program is such
a driving force behind this reputation.
'I'he ability ofSubiaco's system was displayed when a
~mber students attended the competitive Foreign
D nguage Festival at Arkansas Tech in Russelville.
espite the fact that many schools brought up to 40
~ntestants, the small van load Subi of students left with
lit tnore awru·ds, trophies, and certificates than any
0
lher school.
Besides teaching regulru· English classes to native
8
1leakers, this yeru· the academic curriculum includes a
~"' class offered to foreign nationalities by the name of
Le English a a Second Language) "This class is a
llreat idea," said Senior Miky Pinedo. "It teaches those
!tudents in the class the basic elements of English."
t "There have been three major developments in the
;re,gn language program: the addition of a native
~anish speaker, the creation of the Spanish Immersion
rm, and the fact that we have introduced Latin in a
"'ay that will make it very sustainable,"sa.id Mr. Broek11\an. "We are looking into expanding the program with
lhe addition of another foreign language, such as French
'ir German."

Sophomore Eric Chiu, Junior
Danny Cheon and Alex Du,
work diligenlly on their ESL
homework. Many International students attended Subiaco in order to enhance their
English skills.
Mr. Jose Aznar helps Juni or
Ant hony McWillie wi th his
Spanish homework. You could
find Mr. Aznar at all times or the
day helping students work out
all or their Spanish problems.

Eric Tsai

Travis Amerine

Editor in Chief
Student Life Section Editor
Computer Layout Editor

Co-Editor in Chief
Spores Section Editor

I isa
Making memories for a sc h 00 d
. e an
job that requires a lot O fti J]) cing
Upon completion of the PAX, the
dedication. The task of prod~ gmmennium edition, I would like
a yearbook proves to be chal e~d
to thank many people. I would
ing, but also rewarding._ 1 the
especially like to appreciate Mrs. Lynch, Mrs. Rush and like to thank the yearbook staff and Mr. Saboe for 8 uld
Mrs. Spillers, who were always there to help me and to hard work that was put into the 99-00 PAX. I :iard
point me in the right direction. Without your help, I personally like to thank the editor, Enc Tsai, for th k J
would not be who I am today. Josh and Travis, thanks for work and countless hours he spent on th.is yearbooThis
coming over, it was great. To the three Pinedo's, Ljuvan greatly enjoyed my time working on this book- ore
and Isidoro, thank you for being good brothers. I will yearbook is a collection of the images of today, but Ol ornever forget our friendship. You are welcome in Taiwan importantly these images will be the memories oft~Ol a
any time. My door will always be open for my brothers row. I would like to thank all of you who make SubiacO
and you are always invited in. Gordon, Johnny and Anna, special place. Onward Trojans!
you were more then just my cousins. We have had alot of
fun these past 18 years. I will see you in California or
Travis Amerine
Taiwan. Dad, Mom, Ellen and Baby, I will be back ... in a
couple ofyears. Special thanks to the Schaefer family and
all others. Good luck, United Nation Subiaco Academy.

~f

Justin Costelw
Computer Assistence
Staff Writer
Journalism is an experience everyone should go through. This yeru· was
a privilege for me to be on the staff,
Where was full ofgood people. Mr. Saboe thanks for all you've
10ne for me and Subiaco. You're the type of person Subiaco
nl!Eds. The challenges and tribulations that I experienced
~-as difficult and a learning process. Helping put the year'"Ok together was fun, knowing that when I hold the
~llished product in my hand that I contributed to it. I'm
"°king forward to next year.
Justin

Joey Schluternum
Computer A.ssistence

Jorge Silveus

People Section Editor
Business Manager

Academic Section Editor

1
•Ill glad to be in journalism. I made many new friends
;bile working on the yearbook. I enjoyed my time and
e Oppurtunity of working with my friends. I would hke
-0 thank everyone here for helping me. This is my last
;•rat Subiaco and I am glad that I madejounalism part
tny senior year.
Joey Schluterman

Here is to the folks I left behind. The world is a smaller
place without you. Onward into the future, o journalism
staff of the future, as I leave for the better world known as
college. A a great man once said, "Wherever you go, there
you are." Although I have no idea what that is supposed to
mean, they said it on the Brady Bunch movie, so its got to
be good and wholesome and printable and such (I hope).
With no emotion, attitude or spirit of rebellion I swear,
Jon Berg

d be just
I entered journalism thinking that it woul ll f the
another easy class. But it wasn't. But without a t;Ilil'g
deadlines and Mr. Saboe breathing down my nee~, b the
me to get the captions done, journialism wouldn t
I
ame. It was fun, and I hope to do it again next_ ye tbat
always thought tbatj~urnalis?1 was just sornettunJ, alot
just came to you, but 1t doesn t, ,t takes _w01 k, an aardsofrevising to get everything up to the editors sta~ 0 ut
I would like to thank all of the Pax staff for help:fyouwith the captions and for bemg there when I need
Jorge Silveus

:.r.

Computer A<sistence
Staff Wi·iter
This year was special to me. It was a
combination of work and humor which
made my days here just a little bit
better. I would like to thank all of the people who worked
on the journalism staff during this year especially Eric,
because without h.is experience, and leadership ability there
would be a hole in this years yeru·book. I would also like to
thank my friend Justin Costello for helping me out when I
could not fix some problems that ru·ose during my time in
journalism.
Richard Kress

Chris Cook
Staff

Stoff Writer

Eric Tsai
Chinese Taipei

Jonathan Berg

Richard Kress

I learned many lessons th.is year in
Journalism that! can apply to my life
in so many ways, but more importantly there are the creative people who taught me these
very important lessons. I do not think I will ever figure
out how our entire class was able to combine their
clashing and sometimes very weird ideas together to
accomplish a single goal. We all worked very hard and our
efforts can clearly be seen in both the Pax and Periscope,
which will forever hold in them our writings. So in
conclusion I would like to thank all the people who worked
so hard this year and wish you all the best of luck in the
years to come.
Chris Cook

William Flexser

Robert Newman

Staff

Staff

1
~ one year in the PAX bas been a great experience.
'i'iting articles, helping sort pictures, and putting tolher a finished product helped me not only with my
,1tlioo1 work, but I am sure it will help me in my future.
•Ilks Mr. Saboe for making me do the work. You have
11
wn me what it takes to be on a team. To the rest of the
~fl'thanks for your support and hard work in helping put
18
book together.
William Flexser

I am very greatful to have had the opportunity to work
with the PAX staff on the yearbook and would like to
extend my thanks to each and every member. Anyone
who had the pleasw-e of working on th.is project was really
shown the value of teamwork. No one person could have
carried this effort. There was much I learned and much I
will take to heart. I hope that this yearbook is as good as
any and enjoyable to all.
Robert

~hanks to out benefactores
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Congratulations, Nick.

CONGRATULATIONS TO RICCO M. ARDEMAGNI
CLASS OF 2000

THANKS FOR KEEPING THE TRADITION
RICHARD M. ARDEMAGNI, SR., CLASS OF 1927
RICHARD M. ARDEMAGNI, JR., CLASS OF 1963
NINO M. ARDEMAGNI, CLASS OF 1991

Congratulations!!!
We 're proud of you
and we love you.
Mom, Dad, Lee, Megan
and also from Sparky,
Kala, Ling Ling, Ally Cat
and Lighting

•

You've reached an exciting time
in your life. Be careful, have
fun, and study hard. We know
you have a bright future ahead.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Jonas and Evan
WHITNEY
You did it!

We are proud of
you!

We love you!
Your family

We love you and are
very proud of you!

We are verv proud of vou!

Go James!
Dad, Mom, Hailey,
Grandma, and Grandpa
With pride and much loveCongratulations

Your Mom and Dad

Hey Kyle, Hey "Moo" We are so proud of you!
(Keep up the good work)

Mom & Dad

Love,

Amy, Alex, Tyler,
Keith, Kym, Lauren, & Haley

Mom, Grady, Leslie and Dad

Garrett lbison
Junior 1999-2000

iJJe love you and are very
proud of you.
Love,
ftlom and /Jad

. David,

Congratulations
Mom,Dad,
Lynn, and Kelly

One trail ends! another
begins. God wil reward
your spirit and commitment
on the journey. With pride
and love.
Dad, Mom,
Erica, and Theresa

'l'IIA1~1{S HHl HEING 'l'IIE SON
ANI) HUO'l'IIEll YOU Alm,
··Always keep your goodness
and never lose you love.
For then you"ll be
rewarded with success
in ways you never dreamed of."
"You can be head and shoulders above the crowd.
you don't have 10 be a giant 10 be strong.
Walk tall and proud. All you have to be ...
is someone people look up 10."

Ii),. are very PfTJlld ofyou.

li)e /ooe you,

ftfom&Dad

Ii),. /ooe you are Ide are very

YOU ARE OUR GREATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
AND OUR SOURCE OF ENDLESS PRIDE
WE LOVE & CONGRATULATE YOU
Mom, Dad, & Crystal

Brod,

proud ofyouf

llO}J, DAD,
NICIIOI..1.\S AND ANDUEA

your parents, siBfer and

9rondmam

CONGRATULATIONS
ANDY
AND THE

CLASS OF 2000
Elliott Taliaferro (9)

Norman Taliaferro (10)

Norman & Elliott,
You are both such a blessing to us and we love you very much. We
are very proud to see what strong young men you are becoming!

Looking back 17 years ago now seems like yesterday. You
are growing into a fine young man. We are very proud of you.
F=o//ow your dreams if you work hard and so your best. Anything is possible as long as Jesus leads the way.
We love you,

Love always,
Mom & Dad

Mom and Jessica

Dear Micky,
On chis special occasion we would like you to knw char we are all very proud of yo u both as a son and
as a fine grown up young man .
You are now finishing a very important period in your life and at the same rime starting our a new oneWe hope char things will rum our rhe same way as they d id up rill now and char you will continue to be a
good and serious young man.
We want you to know char we are bery proud of you and char we love you dea rly. May God bless you
forever.
Love,
Daisy and Douglas

To the son and brother
that we are proud of.

PABIEN MIKY,
We all know you did well , and we all know you will do
will. Enjoy the next step in your life and remember.. .
don't forget your family,
friends, and island .

We are proud of
you and love you.
Mama, Anaiz, Alex, Andrew, and Justus.
Fam , Rodriquiez, Pinedo, Karina, and Laura, Farid,
Barbara, Stacy, Gidi , Tamara, llera, Carolina, Niels,
Tante Mercedes, oom Chris, Tanta Erica, Oom
Wim, Ralp, Rhona, Oohna, Johan, Gio en Herbert

Congradulations
to a great person.
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Evelyn
Trading Past Mini Mall, Inc.
On the way to Shoal Bay • Scenic Hwy. 22 & Spring Lake Road
New Blaine, Arkansas, USA, 72851
501-938-2290
501-938-7517
Gas, Diesel, Off Road Diesel
Hydraulic Fluids
Corral Panels
Plumbing & Hardware
Groceries • Beer
Fishing & Hunting
Licenses & Supplies • Restaurant
Antiques & Collectibles
Tim P. Gehring , Owner/Operator

::E: 19·1
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CHOICES

Danny Cheon

Congratu!dtions,
James!
You have done a good job.
Your family is very proud ofyou
Mom, Uncl.e David and Summit

In today's world, you have a wide variety of choices when
it cmes to furthering your education, deciding on a job,
selecting a career or otherwise planning your future.

July 8, 1983
Age 10
4' 7" 87 lbs
Jr. Bantam League
National Stardl Team
Taejeon South Korea
R/R: Throws/ Bats

THE

FIRST TEAM

would like to be your first choice in banking.
YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FOR THE FUTURE!

CONGRATULATIONS

COUNTY LINE SALE BARN
•

P. O. Box280
Ratcliff, AR 7295 I
Barn: 501-635-4412

WHITNEY WHITE

•

WE ARE PROUD OF YOU!

Sale Each Wednesday 12:00 p.m.
awik Kock 501 -96:3•3837
Todd P.ttcnon 501-636·2221

Uncle Joe, Aunt Virginia
Mark, Tammy & Anna, Roger & Kim
Jeff, Andrea & Abby

Ronnie Kock 501 -535-8121

Mtck Randolph 501 -435-8 Uill

We are amazed at your independence and
bravery; studying abroad alone.
We always tell people
how great you are.

Blakely Inn
Gateway
to Mt. Magazine
201 0 E. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

Love
Wealth and Success

I

SUBIACO BRANO-I
P.O. BOX IOI
SUBIACO AR 72865
(50 I ) 934-4203

MAINBRANCJ-1
600 MAIN STREET
P.o. BOX s5
Logan
For Reservations Call:
SCRANTON AR 72363
501-963-2400
(50 1) 93s-1os 4
County Bank

THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AT PARIS

Phn.: (501) 963-2121

Fax (501) 963-6510

11 East Main St. , Paris, Arkansas
Member FDIC

LARRY

t~{
_?~1~, R

SMITH'S

~~~
•.

MArAt-vAre
118 EDMONDS
MCCROY, AR
72101
870-731-2726

I

. . !~

Ault Supptr
~

.

/.

The Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of Fort Smith
PO. Box 6607
Fort Smith,
AR 72906

3600 Phoenix Ave
Fort Smith,
AR 72903

Tel: 501-646-0571
Fax: 501-646-4176

CONGRATULATIO NS
& BEST WISHES

WAL-MART
#230

SENATOR AND MRS. JAY
BRADFORD

514 W. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

(SUBIACO CLASS OF

1958)

1501 E. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

501-963-3051

Building Materials, Floor Covering,
Wallpaper and Paint, Hardware, & Appliance

Region& Bank
One of the strongest
banks in America
is right here in
Logan County

Subiaco - Ozark

H ighway 22. Subiaco, Arkansas
934-4298
1502 West Commercial, Ozark, Akransas
667-4463

CV's

www .regionsbanl.com
Member FDIC

Family Foods
1004 E. Walunt Paris, AR
501-963-6194
David Walking, Manager
Tel 501-963-2911
Fax 501-963-3164

Mike
Frederick's
Body Shop, Inc.

Mike Frederi ck
(50 1) 963-2242
24 Hr. Phone

2715 West WaJunt
Pari s, Arkansas 72855

RAINWATER

Miller TV, Appl. & Home Furnishings

LUMBER CO. INC

SATELLITES, WHIRLPOOL, CELLULAR
ZENITH, RIVERSIDE, LANE
FLEXSTEEL, PIONEER

711 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

o~o
Custom Screenprillling

T-Shit, Caps, Jackets, Golf Shits, Tote Bags, Aprons, Towels,
Ball Teams, Banners, Auto Truck, & Boat Graphics,
Professional Logo Design

Paris ,

AR

501-963-6609

Congratulations!
ELSKEN INSURANCE &

REAL ESTATE
Paris, Arkansas

Lk:en8ed Franchtsee ol Sonic Inc.

GO TROJANS!
1305 E. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

Phone: 501-963-3500
Fax: 501-963-3238

MEAT PROCESSING & SMOKED BACON
SUGAR CURED HAMS

Fox
Custom

Slaughtering

Momday-Wednesday-Friday
Deer processed, cured and smoked meats

P.O. Box 324
Scranton, AR 72863

501-938-2236

Paris Express
"Serving Logan County for over 120 Years"

P.O. Box 551
22 S. Express
Paris, AR 72855
P.O. BOX 406
PARIS, ARKANSAS 72855

1.rixie and Marsha Edwards

CARMA GRAPHIX

16 years of experience makes us your best choice
for quality screenpri nting

24 Hour Wrecker Service

1315 East Walnut
Paris, AR 72855
(501 ) 963-6011

o~o

'iiiiiil

LENSING BROS., INC.

DARIDELITE

501 -963-2901
www.paris-express.com

Bob Rogers
Chev - Olds - Geo
Hwy. 22 West
Paris AR 72855
800-553-3403

Bus 501-963-3004
Res 501-963-2416
Fax 501-963-6592

Littlefield Oil Co.
Sandra Tritt, owner

GOOD LUCK,
JOSH TRITT
P.O.Boxl91
Paris, AR 72855 963-2482

Authorized
Nike
Headquarters
Pari s. AR

Warren's Shoes

~ Amerine
~ EyeClinic
Dr. Perry Amerine
Optometric Physician
Paris
963-2661

Cha rleston
965-7595

Ozark
667-3809

Hixson & Cleveland
Law Office
Professional Building- Suite IO I
1727 East Walunt P.O. Box 588
Paris, Arkansas 72855
Kevin Swindell
R.H. "Buddy" Hixon
Herschel W. Cleveland

Congratulations to the Class of 2000

A bright future & a whole new Millennium a head
Brother Mel and the Staff of
Coury House

b
~
•

~

0

Allison. Chase 00)
3917 S. 27th Cir
Fon Smi1h. AR 72901
50!-646-7848
ch~Ran@hormail.com
Amerine, Denver (09)
351 Corlcy Loop
Paris, AR 72855
501-963-6624
damerinc@hotmail.com
Amerine, Travis{!!)
351 Corley Loop
PJ.ris, AR 72855
501-963-6624
tamerinc20@hormail.com

Armstrong, Lou (12)
2100 Young Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
901-274-8866
Avila, Mauricio (09)

P.O. Box 90
Col. dcl Valle
Garza Garcia, N.L. 66290 MEXICO
528-303-0808
popo1cs@hotmail.com
Barham, Tyler (09)
11 I East Walnut Srrccr
Paris, AR 72855
50 I -963-88 I 0
Bed.i, Kevin {I 0)
11518 Clover Lanc
Houston, TX 77066
28 1-440-4 46
kevkgb@aol.com
Belden, Patricio (09)
Mission De Sama Clara No. 999
Gma Carcia, N.L. 66230 MEXlCO

52-8-348-43-80
P_bcldon@hotmail.com
Berg, Jonathan (12)
503 West Academy
Paris, AR 72855
501-963-8243
Ikrg, Zachary (09)
503 West Academy
Paris, AR 72855
501-963-8243
jonathan_berg@hotmail.com
Briseno, Al (12)
420 E. Fogg
Fort Worth. TX 76110
817-927-590 I
void32@hocmail.com
Briseno, Andrew (1 1)
420 E. Fogg
Fon Worth, TX 76110
817-927-5901
amher_sponky@yahoo.com
mobcm@frunqil.com
Bullock, Hayden (09)
1107 Fuller Street
Paris, AR 72855
501-963- I 072
trojanshalf@yahoo.com
bullock@cswnet.com

Amont, Harry (11)
3657 Wes, 143rd Terrace
Leawood, KS 66224
913-851-8837
adash-l@ho1mail.com

Bustos, Marco (09)
18 Sugarloaf Loop
Maumellc, AR 72113

Arbogast, Andrew (09)
6092 Madness
Memphis, TN 38199
901-682-3749
laeross0 12@aol.com

Cachavera, Carlos (12)
Orquidea 34 - Casa 17
De La Moralera,
AlcobcndafMadrid 28109
SPAIN
34-9 1-650-2348
c_cachavcra@hormail.com

Ardcmagni, Ricco (12)
P.O. Box 161 I
Fayeneville, AR 72702
501-521-3584
roardim@aol.com

Campbell, Landry (12)

P.O. Box 3756
Wake Village, TX 75501
903-838-4745
yc:ehawlandr@animalhouse.com
captaindipschiu@excitc:.com
Carolina, Ljugc:nc: (10)
Groot Piscadera Center Apt. A-8
P.O. Box 7800
Willemstad, Caracao,

Cook, Chris (12)
#4 Thomas Park Circle
Unlc Rock, Ar 722 12
501-868-8399
Cooper, Jeffery (11)

2319 High Strttl
Fort Smith, AR 72904
501-785-2385

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
5999-69-5050

Corral, Marco ( IO)
Adolfo de la Huerta 911-A
Hermosillo. Sonora 83150 MEXICO
52-62- I 58862

Carolina, Ljuvan (12)
Groot Piscadera Center
Apanment A-8, P.O. Box 780
Willemstad, Curacao,
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
59S9-69-5050
blanachc@hormail.com

Comllo, Justin (JO)
6035 Suatton Dr.
Pine Bluff, AR 7160 1
870-536-6069
f1ameboy03 @yahoo.com

Caner, Sean (12)
Saudi Petrochemical Co.
P.O. Box 10025
Jubail Industrial C ity,
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
966-03-346-3587
joe_camel420@hotmail.com
13537 Lakeside Terrace
Rt. 5 Houswn, TX 77044
Case, Joey (09)
1816 Easr State Hwy. 197
Subiaco, AR 72865
501-934-4115
Chen, Jcrry (09)
No. 2-40. Alley 46, Lane 127
Nan-Yuang S1reet
Tainan 704, TAIWAN, ROC
886-6-238-2965
chen_0l 25@msl8.hinet.net
Cheon, Se Hwan Danny (11)
Hyundai Apr. 101-303
Doryong-dong Yoosung-gu
Taejeon, 305-340,
SOUTH KOREA
82-42-862-6648
dannycheon@hanmail.net
k__faith83@hanmail.com
Chiu, Eric ( 10)
Rm. 602, No. 42, Sung-Jiang Road
Taipei, TAIWAN R.O.C.
02-2507-644 I
ericc_35@hotmail.com

Cox, Cody (09)
803 Kinkade Place
Lowell, AR 72745
501-770-3001
djsubiaco@aol.com
Coyle, Bryan (12)
364 Pearl Sme1
P.O. Box 765
Keller, TX 76244
8 I 7-488-4464
eyedapim p@hotmail.com
D'Angelo, Jacob ( 10)
Rt. 3 Box 288
Dardanelle, AR 72834
501-229-3508
Davila, Carlos {10)
Col. Jeronimo Siller
Cana Garcia N.L., MEXICO
528-329- 1406
Davis, John (12)
2220 Dublin Road
Scranton, AR 72863
501-938-7532
iluvgod@hotmail.com
Del Rio, Agus,in (11)
1209 San Dario Ave. S1e. 7-65
Laredo. TX 78040-4505
528-338-4316
augicddrio@ho1mail.com
D~ Enfanrs, Mark (09)
1221 Countrywood Circle
Rogers, AR 72756
50 1-936-7216

C ipolla, Chris (12)
409 Gale Sueet
Houston, TX 77009
713-695-9265
mujadol6@ho1mail.com
krisrnfr@goplay.com

Des Enfants, Matt (09)
1221 Counuywood Circle.
Rogers, AR 72756
501-936-7216
dusro402@'hotmai1.com

Claybrooks, Quandrell ( 12)
1298 Massman Dr.
Nashville. TN 37217
615-726-3324
lilbiggic@rocketmail.com
Connally, James (IO)
1811 Foreman
Lirdc Rock, AR 72227
501-227-5603

'54-922-9701

Freeman, Brock (09)
P.O. Box 185
Sheridan, AR 72 150
870-942-4504

701 I W. 66th S1.
Overland Park, KS 66202

Garcia, Adam ( 11)
4368 Robinwood Lane
Moorpark. CA 93021

Duncan, Neal (09)
715 Hawk Ln.
Coppell, TX 75019
972-462-7328
subi69 _2000@yahoo.com

805-532-1591

r:.ckan, Nick {09)
2220 Nonh Sia1e Hwy. 309
Paris, AR 72855
50!-963-8957
El-Kilani, Marc (10)
I00J Wes1 B Street
Russellville, AR nso I
so 1-890-4 820
Endres, Jacob (IO)
Gos N. Hickory
Mucnstar, TX 76252
S40-759-4504
Falconer, Jacob (09)
1601 E. Slaughter Lane #89
Austin, TX 78747
5 12-288-1815
iakcc_b_cool@hotmail.com
falconers@dellnc1.com
ra\coner Rhodes, John ( 10)
1601 E. Slaughter Line #89
Aus1in, TX 78747
512-288-1815
rishcr, Jonatl1ao (10)
2818 Old Hot Springs Hwy.
Benion, AR 72015
501-315-0919
Xp1imired330@aol.com
Fittgcrnld, James (12)
6024 Wonh Sircc1
Dallas, TX 75214
214-821-0665
adrcnochromc69@hormail.com
~teady_ch ief8 2@yahoo.co m
20 Bryant Smet
Can1bridge, MA 02138
Flcxser, Billy(12)
448 Hwy. 124
Damascus, AR 71951
501-335-7414
bflex.~er@hotmail.com

Garcia, Dana (10)
4368 Robinwood Lane
Moorpark. CA 93021
805-532-1591
Gates, Andy (12)
137 Ridge Road
Clarksdale, MS 38614
601-627-9126
pimp2k@hotmail.com
Gehring, Ben (12)
I 138 Gehring Ranch Road
New Blaine, AR 72851
501-938-2803
Gendreau, Anthony (09)
167 Gendreau Lane
R115,1;ellville, AR 72802
501-967-9119
a11thonyl399@homrnil.com

Gom.alc-L, Jorge (09)
Bosques do C~ros 328
Col. Bosques dcl Valle

GartaGarcia,N.L
MEXlCO
528-303-4 I 67
dockcs@Hormail.com
jhov_99@yahoo.com

Green, B.J. (12)
1933 Union Ro:id
Paris. AR 72855
501-963-6440
Gu1ierre-r, Alejandro (09)
R. Delgado 2101
Col. Contry, Gaudalupl'.,
N.L. 67 174 MEXJCO
528-317-0642
androhomie@ho1mail.com
Guzman. Jorge {10)
209 E. Nenlewn Apt. 201
Jonesboro, AR 72401
870-932-9560
algusa99@yahoo.eom
a1gusa99@hotmail.com
Hall, Ryan (09)
25200 Roland Cutoff
Roland, AR 72135
501-8688-9112

George, Eric (09)
919 Paucrson Blugg Road
Scranton, AR 72863
501-938-7489

7333 Kingwood Rd.
Liule Rock, AR 72207
501-664-5567

George, Jason (09)
5916 Valley Drive #5
Linle Rock, AR 72209
50 1-227-9561

Hamilton, Ian (II)
115 Mark Twain Drive#20
River Ridge, LA 70123
817-641-7317
ianimeh@yahoo.com

Gillen, Daniel (II)
Juan Luis1Jn
Curacao
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
5999-5602561
baubieboy I 2@yahoo.com
Gillespie. Jeremy (09)
P.O. Box 133
Hartman, AR 72840
501-497- 1801
razor386@yahoo.com
3105 North Shannon Court
Bethany, OK 73008
405-495- I 266
Goebel, Jc:ff(I0)
101 South 23rd
Muskogee, OK 74401
91 8-687-0405

Ford,Jus1 in (09)
1296 Mary Jane
Memphis. TN 38116
S0i-332-4763

16511 Drum Oak
San Antonio, TX 78232
210-490-3014

Donohoe, Devin (09)
2220 Nonh Statc Hwy. 309
Paris, AR 72855
901-737-4411
sirdevin@hotmail.com

~tancis, Sc1h (JO)
109 Barite
Ho1 Springs, AR 7 1901
501-262-350 1

GomC'L, Anthony {09)
2805 Beni Oaks Drive
Burleson, TX 76028
817-447-8049

Doppia, Ergell (09)
1120 Redwood Stree1
Hollywood , FL 33019
5999-0602902
nafnaf45@hormail.com

Frazier,Trcal(II)
1298Massman Dr.
Nashville, TN 37217
61 5-726-3324
trealf@hotmail.com
11 am369@yahoo.com

Gonzale-t., Enrique (10)
Sierra Negra 117
San Agustin San Pedro
Gari.1 Garcia, N.L. 66260
MEXICO
52-83-563545

S010

Cagel. Christ0pher (09)
1612 Nonh Calion Road
El Dor:ido, AR 71730
870-864-85 I 3
chris_sk8er@ho1mail.com

Oubuc, Jeffery (JO)
1120 Redwood Street
Hollywood. FL 33019

507 N. Buffalo Street
Cleburne. TX 76031
504-738- I 572
J·farmon, Kei1h (09)
1912 Norrh Main Srrce1
Searcy, AR 72143
501-27'-145S
sir_ka1one@hounail.com
Hanley. Shurelton (10)
Hoenderberg 19
Curaato, LP 19, NETl IERlANDS
ANTILLES
5999-767-4677
shurelton@hormail.com
Heber1. Zachary (11)
Rt. 5, Box 632
Rogers, AR 72756
501-789-2639
al25@aol.com
Hennessey, Robert (II)
1600 Royal Lane
Colleyville, TX 76034-5586
8 17-5 14 -7448
H ernandez.Jose (11)
721 Valley Drive
Jonesboro, AR 7240 I
870-932- I 670
josehz@hotmail.com
jfhz@yahoo.com

Herr, Kevin (10)
588 Warson
Memphis, TN 38111
901-324-4634
Hickman, M:m (JO)
3416 Ruidosa L-inc
McKinney, TX 75070
972-529-2004
matthick99@yahoo.com

Hinojosa, Alejandro (09)
Monte Palatino #238
Col. Fuentes del Valle
Ga!7.a Garcia, N.L. 66220 MEXICO
528-356-4000
alejandro_kp@hotmail.com
Holland, Andrew (\0)
1208 West Bradbury
Branch, AR 72928
501-965-7804
Holtmeier, Wayne(!])
1904 Old State Road
Bc;iufort, MO 63013
573-484-3839
whohmeier@hormail.com
Hsu,James(\2)
8445 Overcup Oaks Dr.
Cordova, TN 38018-6457
901-737-5235
jhsu I 3@t"Xcite.com
#2 1, Alley 66, Lane 294,
Chung-Kung Rd .. Sec. 4,
Nai-Ho 114, Taipei
886-22-793-3366
Huber, Aaron (09)
1138 Red Barn Antique Road
Paris, AR 72855
501-934-4318
Hum,Jcff(J0)
P.O. Box 27
Bates, AR 72924
501-637-5554
jefT_69_hunt@yahoo.com
Hyke, Casey (09)
5Talben Drive
CahoL AR 72023
501-843-7598
Ibison. Garrett (11)
3026 South 33rd Street
Fort Smith, AR 72903
501-646-5545
Irvin, LaMarcus (09)
3104 Valeymeadows, Ap1. 101
Dallas, TX 75220
2 I 4-357-2647
marcus_irvin@hotmail.com
Irvin, Troy (10)
3104 Valleymeadows, Ap1. IOI
Dallas, TX 75220
214-357-2647
Isidoro, Darvey ( I 0)
Beurs #55, Curacao,
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
59S9-7673769
riggasbbb@hormail.com

J,u. A.J.

(09)

8602 ~onhgatc Drive
Sherwood. AR -2120
501-835-7314
slimer85@juno.com

L...ficld, Doug (12)
I 0059 Me:adowd;ilc Drive
Ba1on Rough, LA 70811

225-775-6597

Millet, Adam (10)

2% Annex Drive
R~rvc. LA 70084
504-536-8000

Rainwater, Adam (09)
1112 N. 4th Suce1

P:uis, AR 72855

501-963-6203
laurarainwa1cr@cswnct.com

Ltmb,Jamcs(ll)

Moloney, David (09)

Jones.~ron (10)

I03 W. Arch Sm:c1

8675 Moloney Cabin Ridge

Rainwater, Chad (I 2)

Rt. I Box 169
Lyon. MS 38645
601-62'7-2233

Paris. AR 72855

Bunhart. MO 63012

501-963-3691

314-4°5-3693

112N 4th Strce1
Paris, AR 72821
501-963-6203

deslamb@mailcsw.net

code_blue2@usa.ne1

I..«, Franklin (12)
Rt. 4, Box 172
Canhage, TX 75633
903-693-2633
mid4l@yahoo.com

J~f. Timomhy ( I 0)
107 Whispering Hills
Hot Springs, AR 71901

Lincoln, Benjamin (10)
2524 North H arrison 1179
Shawnee, OK 74804

501-624-6641

405-275-1901

Josef, Chris (12)
107 Whispering Hills
Hm pring, AR 71901

501-321-0806

Kaufman, A.J. (11)
130.,. Hwy. 65 South
McGehee, AR ..,1654
501-222-6120
Kaufman, Adam (11)
2002 Hwy. 65 So.
McGehee, AR -1654
501.222.3111
Ke:1.rney, Phillip (12)
3620 Olive
Pine Bluff. AR 71603

87 0-535-8266
phillipkearncy@hotmail.com
Khan, Rehan (09)
300 Nonh Clifton
Fordyce, AR 71742

8'0-.152-87 7 6

fahher0074@aol.com
fa.her I7@y.lhoo.com
Lynch.Josh (11)
9447 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranion, AR 72863

Mangham, Cole ( 11)
28 Tallyho Lane
Liule Rock, AR 72227

wha1in1hehellnow@yahoo.com

337-662-3444
Parada, Ricardo ( 11)
Nainar ;r 1300re.
Cd. Obregon, Sonora 85000

MEXICO

Reed, Jace ( I 0)
11810 Pleascn1 Ridge Rd. #806
Little Rock, AR 72223
50 1-224-1447

501-771-4243

870-933-6260

Roberson, Chris (I \)
113 Quapaw
Helena, AR 72342

las1at_23@yahoo.com
lead-for-speed@hotmail.com

McBee. Michael (12)
r.o. Bo, 3065
Greenwood, MS 38935

501-934-4568

601-455-4907

jsk48@hotmail.com

michael_mcbee@h01mail.com
mcb~mail.com
McDonough, Brian (11)
P.O. Box 1209
Leonard, TX 75452

903-587-2427
MeWillie, Anthony (11)
P.O. Box 16342
Lake Charles, lA 70616

Pinedo, Michael (12)
Tam:maco Str.iiat :tl4
Willemstad, Curacao,

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
5999-736-8373
dickydoo J6@ho1mail.com
San Sofat .;-4-4
Willcmsiad, Caraca.o

NETHERLA OS ANTILLES

M:irriman, Nikolas (10)
3422 Nortingham Place
Fayencvillc, AR 72703-6271
501-524-5842

balamama@hotmail.com

Coppell, TX 752 I 9
972-304-972 1

947 Wood Duck Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051

normanralioferro@ho1mail.com

408-261-3339

S0J-963-26 19
schlutc2 l@yahoo.com

Schlumman, Craig (IO)
4038 Old Miliiary Road
Paris, AR 72855

870-338-3129
chris I 6ark@hormail.com
Robinson, Chris (11)
1278 Dublin Road
New Blaine, AR 72851

S0J-938-7S49
robinsonc230 ISI p@yahoo.com
krisrufr@goplay.com

Schluterman, Derek (12)
200 Reese Road
Paris, AR 72855

50 1-484-7984
hogwired24@aol.com

817-451-6590
Rogers, Taylor ( I0)
2 16 McAuley
l-101 Spri ngs, AR 71913

501-525-8646

501-938-7329
Roinaik, David (12)
41 Park Road
Russellville, AR 7280 I

Tcndeve, S1ephen (11)
6843 E. State H wy 197
Scranton , AR 72863

Walthall, Sam (09)
318 Trap Moun1ain Road
Hot Springs, AR 71913

S0l-938-7445

50 1-609-9388
theprodigy_69@yahoo.com

Si-arr, Perer (09)
132 Nonhwyke
Jackson, TN 38305

Thi as, Alex (I 0)
8 16 N. First
Pairs. AR 72855

Ward, Bret (11)
Rt. I, Box 275A
Belleville, AR 72824

90 J-668-8041

501-963-651 I

Stengel, Adam (11)
Rt. 1, Box 140•L
R:ucliff, AR 72951

Tiffin, Adam (10)
P.O. Box 8832
The Woodlands, TX n387

brerward@freenessagc.com
mithrandir_tan@aol.com

501-635-2952

409-321-0986

Ward, Jacob (09)
310 Souch Subiaco Avenue
Subiaco, AR 72865

501,495-7816

Schlumman, Joey (12)
229 E. St.UC Hwy. 197
Subiaco, AR 72865

Strachota, Michael (10)
Quail Meadows 10352
Pine Bluff, AR 71603

Ti1swor1h, Rocky (10)
2208 Meyer Place
Casta Mesa, CA 92627-2521

501-934-4483

870-879-5133

949-548-2506

Wells, Kirby(l2)
494 S. Wiggins
Paris. AR 72855

Strobel, Jo nas {09)
6813 Old Military Road
Subiaco. AR 72865

Tolbert, Rendall (12)
P.O. Box 1294
Pine Bluff, AR 71613

booger.Jecpl6@hom1ail.com

your_master64@hotmail.com
joey_schlutcrman@yahoo.com

Schlurerman, T.J. (10)
13861 E. State Hwy. 22
Subiaco, AR 72865

501-934-4406

P.O. Box 13
Subiaco, AR 72865
Schriver, Kevin (IO)
1997 Mm. Carmel Road
Paris, AR 72855

501-934-4573
P.O. Box 13
Subiaco, AR 72865

501-967-3573

Seifen,Jeremy (10)
1951 Greasy Valley Road
Paris, AR 72855

drolniak@ho1m.ail.com

SO I -963-6752
jnsl 2498@hotmail.com
shaggz@opip.ne1

870-536-0339

strobel@cswnet.com

ho1boyr@mailciry.com

S1robcl, Nicholas (12)
6813 Old Military Road
Subiaco, AR 72865

Toney, J.D. (IO)
#7 White Oak Lane
Linle Rock, AR 72207

501-934-4406
strobel@csw.net

S0l-934-4573

alito2@ho1mail.com
Roehl, Alex (09)
7405 Laurie Drive
Fon Wonh, TX 76112

n1enclcve@ho1mail.com

Walker, Michad(II)
14293 Old Mill Road
Elkins, AR 72727
501-521•0417

S0l-938-7500

the_only_true_one@yahoo.com

schrivercn.ig@hotmail.com

972-583-5496

501-967-3669
christoperviebrock@hotmail.com

T endcvc, Nicholas ( 11)
5218 E. Stace Hwy 197
Scranion, AR 72863

crazystengd@hotmail.com

528-330-3228

870-222-3886

mspivey3o@hotma.il.com

Viebrock, Chris (09)
250 Shagrila Loop
Russellville, AR 72802

S0l-934-4686

317 Towne House Lane
Richardson, TX 75081

Prosser,J~ph{ l l)
P.O. Box 707
McGehee, AR 71654

foo_2400@hotmail.com
Spivey, Manew (11)
450 Spivey Lane
Paris, AR 72855

so,.934.4573
Reeves, Richard ( I0)
1601 Grove Hill Road
North Liule Rock. AR 72116

Schriver,Craig (It)
1997 Mt. Carmel Road
P,uis, AR 72855

g__pridgin@cswne1.com

918-337-0255

501-938-7500

Staed, Thomas (10)
1911 South 73rd Circle
Fon Smith. AR 72903

501-938-2341

Pridgin, Ryan {09)
1224 Rodeo Arena Road
Scranton, AR 72863

erictsail 18@hotmail.com
T encleve, Matthew ( 12)
52 18 E. State Hwy. 197
Scranton, AR 72863

so 1-934-4620
Schluterman, Carl (11)
1841 Cane C reek Road
Paris, AR 72855

OJ J-886-22-751-3498
cric@cokyo.com

Soncag, M:mew (10)
1735 S. Dewey
Bartlesville, OK 74003

501-963-3712

Rodrigue1., Alejandro (11)
Mirador de la Loma# 11 9
Col. Lamas dcl Valle,
San Pedro Gana Carcia.
N.L. 66256 MEXICO

Pool, Nicholas (09)
3001 Coronado
Irving, TX 75062

rocco4@hotmail.com
rocco4@goplay.com

Schlu1crman, Brad (10)
I03 Spiclcrville Road
Piris, AR 72855

Plafcan, Mauhew (12)
4106 Sandy Acre Lane
Ausrin, TX 78746
512-328-8368

318-582-7531
slick79402@:i.ol.com

Taliaferro. Norman (10)
765 Pelican

903-356-3682

Schad, Thomas (09)
l 659 Krah] Road
Valley View, TX 76272
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S0J-934-4369

NETHERLAND ANTILLES
5999-767-3633
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409 Elsken S1ree1
Subiaco, AR i2865

Kress, R.ich:nd (11)
157-47 87th Stree1
Howard Beach, N.Y. 11414
718-8 5.3;44
richarJ_kress@ho1mail.com
tk2l@cxci1e.com

do Nancy Morrwau
200 Chateau Placc
Lafu.yene, LA 70503

gcrsonrast@ho1mail.com

501-938-7247

87 0-364-3644

972-434-0 I 50

aircandy@hotmail.com
airca.ndy@zdnetoncbox.com

Martina, Rol.ando (I I)
Sme Universiry
1506 1/2 East Manhew)
Jonesboro, AR 72401

501-963-3882

Kordsmeier, Kyly (10)
iJ0 Walnut Su~t
Crossett, AR 71635

Newman, Robert ( 11)
833 Summercreek Drive
Lewisville, TX 75967

Penu, Gerson (10)
Kaya Amism #28 Curacao

Man.hews, John (09)
136 Masonic Way
Delaware, AR 72835

501-938-7687

202-519-7339

rapd8 l@ho1mail.com

Koch. Uri (09)
2502 E, Walmut
Paris, AR 72855

Koenigseder, Jeffery (09)
I 506 Magnoli S1ree1
Scr.1nton, AR 72863

50 1-679-6 I08

526-4 I 3-1346

870-863-7764

nafnaf45@hormail.com

Schlmerman, Adam (12)
3852 Old Military Road
Paris, AR 72855

501-221-3069

Mason, Drew (11)
607 Oak Manor Drive
El Dorado. AR 71730

972-304-9721

956-428-298 J

sword2 i@hotmail.com

robjmr1.@ho1mail.com
robjmu.@mcxico.com

870-536-4927

tnalepa@usa.ne1

doomdragonleadcr@hotmail.com

Tsai, Eric(ll)
5F. No. 8, Alley 6, Lane 217
Chung-Hsaio E. Rd .• Sec. 3
T aipci I 06, TAIWAN

Si lvcus, Jorge (I 1)
I 1081 FM 429
Quinlan, TX 75474-5707

903-759-8998

Redmond, Andrew (11)
15 Road 254 • New Maadi
Cai ro EGYPT

763 Pelican

Pine Bluff, AR 71603

940-726-3490

hummer_mar@hotmail.com

Taliaferro, Elliou (09)

NETHERu\NDSANTILLES
5999-7674237

tschad@hltymail.com
tschad@usa.net

Nelson, Matthew (09)
97 Mill Creek Drive
Greenbrier, AR 72058

Sellen, Vince (11 )
2206 Windsor Place

Coppell, TX 75219

Rauch, Michael (I I)
28247 Bass Blvd.
Harlingen, TX 78552

501-938-7290

genghis_14@hmmail.com
Kiefer, Michael (I I}
11406 E. Wood Siree1
P.iris, AR -;:'2855
501-963-3219
mdkicfcr@yahoo.com

Nalepa, Thomas (12)
1303 Sleepy Hollow
Longview, TX 75604

Saab, Naef (09)
Kaya Kobda 2
Willemst.1.d, Curacao,

Stuth, Ben (12)
P.O. Box 4419
Camp Connell, CA 95223

501-664-3504
b!l Ii In lkl82@aol.com
--jd J 23@kh-onlinc.com

209-795-3179
mut@thedoghouse.com
stuth@ho1m:i.il.com

j_1ri1t@yahoo.com

I 2445 Hill1op Or.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94024

Trokey, Adam (12)
110 Alanbrook Avenue
Sherwood, AR 72120

Suartt, Sergio (I 0)
Ave. Jcromino Siller# I 300·A
Col. J. Siller Gana Garcia,

digi1al_lizzard@hotm:1.il.com

N.L. 66250 MEXICO

Sullivan, Pmick (10)
P.O. Box 413
Sierra Blanca, TX 79851

915-369-4191

501-963-2026

Wewers, Mi1ch (09)
250 Wewers Lane
Paris, AR 72855

501-934-448 I
Whigham, David (11)
192 Grubb Stree1
P.O. Box 93
Blue Mou1a.in, AR 72826

501-947-2481
Tritt, Josh (12)
P.O. Box 266
Paris, AR 72855

528-303-3512

501-934-4498

dwhigham666@yahoo.com
dwhigh~m@ho1mail.com

501-936-0339

Whi1e, Whithney ( 12)
1802 Granvue Dri\·e
Stungart, AR 72160

50 1-834- I958

870-673-7064
Winne,Jay(I0)
3309 Cherry Srreet
Pine Bluff, AR 71603

870-534-2858
Truemper, Zachary (11)
110 S. Schiller
Little Rock, AR 72205

50 1-372-7675
1.1 ruemper@yahoo.com

Younse, Dustin (12)
4302 Gum G rove Lane
Houston, TX 77088

281-999-899 J
a.chrisr@ho1bo1.com
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NHS memebers from left top: Mr. Joe Blake, Michael McBee, Matthew Plafca n, Frank Lee, Ricco Ardemagn.i, Ben Gehring,
Chris Robinson, Zack Hebert, Travis Amerine, Adam Stengel,
Josh Koenig, Chris CipoUa, Doug Lafield, Craig Schluterman,
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